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11 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The demand for information storage has increased rapidly in recent years. New applica-
tions and concepts in the information and communication technology (ICT), like high–
definition video, on–demand TV, multimedia entertainment, and data/information
services are entering the consumer market every year. Most, if not all of these new
applications, require the handling and storage of large amounts of data. Therefore, the
market will expect the semiconductor industry to maintain the exponential growths
predicted by Moore´s law [1] for the next several years by successfully continuing the
scaling of CMOS beyond the 22 nm generation [2].
The focus of ICT products has shifted toward portable and hand held devices in
recent years. Small portable systems enable communication, web browsing, image and
video capturing, and data/information services as well as multimedia entertainment
from any place and at any time. The expected further evolution of these application and
services indicate an ever increasing need for larger capacity of data storage memories
up to even the Terabyte range. The strong gain in importance of portable devices
emphasis some key parameters of the different technologies stronger than others.
Obviously size matters for hand held devices as well as robustness against mechanical
stress. Therefore, mass storage technologies based on solid–state memory systems are
strongly favored, even when taking higher costs in terms of pure cost/bit compared to
hard disk mass storage devices into account [3].
Considering the portable character of the applications, energy efficiency (dictated by
limited battery capacity) is another key parameter while assessing different technolo-
gies. Non–volatile memory (NVM) meets the requirement for low (zero) power storage.
Only the growing demand of portable consumer products like mobile phones, digital
camera´s, and MP3 players in recent years, rendered the tremendous success story of
Flash memories on a grand scale possible. Flash technology is based on a MOSFET
transistor with a floating gate where charges can be stored in order to modulate the
threshold voltage [4]. The NVRAMmarket today is dominated by NOR and NAND
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Flash concepts. An important technological factor in the continuing growth of the solid–
state Flash share of the memory market is its strong scaling ability, that has enabled
the continuous decrease of cost per bit. Therefore, larger and larger memories become
affordable at very reasonable costs. However, it is expected that existing physical
limitations reduce the margins for cell size reduction of floating–gate Flash concepts,
unless substantial progress is made in critical areas. Therefore, the Flash memory
concept will face severe scaling problems beyond the 45 nm and 32 nm technology
nodes [5].
Considering these limitations, there is a growing interest in alternative non–volatile
memory technology concepts for massive data storage which have the potential to even-
tually replace NOR and later NAND Flash in 32 nm technologies and below. Emerging
NVRAM concepts can try to enter the actual Flash centric memory market by exploit-
ing the performance weaknesses of Flash like slow write/erase times, high operating
voltages, and low cycling endurance. However, like past experiences demonstrated
the most important factor is cost efficiency. This means, better scaling capabilities than
Flash are imperative in order to eventually become the leading NVRAM technology.
A lot of money, know–how and scientific effort has been and will be invested in this
search for alternative non–volatile memory concepts, which are expected to become a
key part of the technology and value chain of the integrated hand held devices of the
future.
1.2 State of the art
As mentioned in section 1.1, the Flash technology is fully compatible to the CMOS
technology due to the MOS–like architecture of the combined select/storage element
and the utilized materials. This compatibility, in connection with the small cell size, has
made Flash the cheapest solution for solid state stand alone and embedded memory
applications. However, scaling problems are expected to severely slow down the
progress in Flash technology in the near future [5].
A possible starting point to circumvent scaling issues in standard CMOS and Flash
technology is a different memory architecture where the selecting element (today a
transistor in the future possibly a diode within a passive array [6]) is decoupled from
the storage element. In this case, the processing of the memory cell can be moved to
the back–end part of the integration line, thereby increasing the embeddability [7]. In
addition, no further restrictions will be introduced into the CMOS processing due to
the memory material selection. Better performance values will also help the chances
of a new technology to successfully enter the market. As a matter of fact, a NVRAM
technology with considerable better performance in the areas where Flash shows
weaknesses (power and voltage levels, speed of read/erase operations, and endurance)
would increase the liberties of system designers considerable.
Currently, a lot of different NVRAM technologies/materials are under investiga-
tion by companies, research facilities, and universities. Among them are very dif-
ferent concepts basing on, for example, ferroelectric (FeRAM [8], FeFET [9]) or mag-
netic (MRAM [10]) effects. Furthermore, some new concepts are under investigation
which are basing on the proven Flash technology (e.g. nano–floating gate memory
(NFGM) [11]). A more detailed overview about the different NVRAM technologies is
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given in section 2.1.
One large group of these emerging technologies can be summarized under the label
resistive switching memories. It includes the memory concepts, which are based
on a resistor as a memory element. This element can be electrically programmed in
a high and a low (or ideally in more than two) resistive state(s). Even within this
group, there are several different concepts and numerous potential materials. Some
of these concepts can be set to the different states using an unipolar voltage and
enable therefore theoretically an use in a passive diode array, while others need bipolar
voltages to switch the resistances. Well known technologies belonging to this group
are, for example, phase change memories (PCM) [12] or programmable metallization
cells (PMC) [13]. There is a wide range of resistive memory materials proposed in
these concepts. The materials span from organics (rotaxanes, polyphenyleneethylenes,
Cu:TCNQ etc.) to inorganics (chalcogenide metal alloys, perovskite–type oxides,
manganites, binary transition metal oxides etc.). In combination with these materials, a
wide range of electrode materials (various metals as well as electronically conducting
oxides and nitrides) are proposed and demonstrated. A more detailed introduction
and comparison of those concepts and materials is shown in section 2. Despite the
increased research efforts, there is still a lot of speculation and discussion in the
scientific community about the exact physical switching mechanisms in many of those
concepts. One important point, independent of concept and material, is certainly the
more or less pronounced influence of the electrode materials and the subsequently
formed interfaces.
One of the many proposed materials is the metal–organic charge transfer com-
plex Cu:TCNQ. Thin films consisting of copper as metal donor and tetracyanoquin-
odimethane (TCNQ) as organic acceptor exhibit a bistable resistive switching phenom-
ena. Potember et al. first reported electrical field induced switching effects in Cu:TCNQ
thin films sandwiched between copper and aluminum electrodes [14]. Cu:TCNQ is
especially interesting due to the reported low switching currents, the compatibility
with standard electrode materials such as Cu and Al, and the possibility of a selective
growth of thin films on Cu (explained in more detail in chapter 3). While different phys-
ical mechanisms have been proposed (details shown in section 2.3) to be responsible
for this resistive switching effect, no consensus has been found yet.
1.3 Objectives
The main aim of this thesis is to improve the physical understanding of the resistive
switching effect in Cu:TCNQ thin films. An established and widely accepted theory to
the switching mechanisms in Cu:TCNQ is still missing, despite published work of sev-
eral groups on this topic. Besides a detailed introduction to non–volatile technologies
in general and the state of the art concerning Cu:TCNQ in special (chapter 2), this task
is carried out as displayed in the flow–chart shown in Fig. 1.1. Therefore, the activities
carried out in the scope of this thesis can be summarized by the following items:
• Design and construction of a high vacuum chamber with the following capabili-
ties (details are explained in section 3.2):
– Two independent evaporation sources, one for Cu and other electrodemetals
and one for the organic material (TCNQ), which can be used simultaneously
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Figure 1.1: Flow–chart displaying the thesis overview. Starting from the design of the evapora-
tion chamber, over process development and optimization, to fabrication of different
test structures. Physical and electrical characterizations provide feedback and
information for a better understanding of the switching effects.
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– Control of the evaporation rates
– Heating/Cooling of the substrate holder possible
• Development of two different thermal evaporation processes for the deposition
of Cu:TCNQ thin films (details are explained in section 3.3):
– Successive evaporation route (Deposition of TCNQ on top of a Cu layer with
subsequent thermally activated redox reaction⇒ formation of Cu:TCNQ)
– Co–evaporation route (Cu and TCNQ are evaporated together at a ratio
of ≈ 1 : 1⇒ direct formation of Cu:TCNQ)
• Physical and electrical characterizations of the resulting thin films to assist the
process development and parameter optimization (details are explained in chap-
ter 4)
• Fabrication of different test structures after the development of optimized depo-
sition processes (details are explained in chapter 5):
– Use of different combinations of various electrode metals
• Use of sophisticated characterization methods (details are explained in chapter 5):
– Detailed physical characterization (e.g. TOF SIMS, etc.)
– Detailed electrical characterization (e.g. impedance spectroscopy, etc.)
• Interpretation of the results in order to improve the physical understanding of
the resistive switching effect in Cu:TCNQ thin films (details are explained in
chapter 5)
• Verification with control experiments (details are explained in section 5.2)
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2.1 Overview
Information storages can be divided into two categories, volatile and non–volatile
memories. Volatile memories include all concepts, which require a continuous power
supply in order to maintain the stored informations. The two main technologies in
this area are DRAM, which is based on charge storage in a capacitor [15], and SRAM,
which is based on flip–flop latches [16]. DRAM is widely used as a primary storage,
however its volatile nature means that when shutting the computer down or worse in
case of a computer crash any data in the RAM is lost. Recently, a new concept called
Zero capacitor RAM (Z–RAM) has been demonstrated as a simple 1T–DRAM cell [17].
It is based on the body charging of SOI devices to store the information and integrates
a single MOSFET.
Non–volatile memory is a collective term for all kind of information storage which
can retain the stored data without power supply. This kind of memory is widely used
as a secondary, or long–term persistent storage. Up to now, no form of non–volatile
technologies has replaced the volatile DRAM as primary storage in computers due to
performance or cost limitations.
Using the nomenclature of the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
(ITRS) , the different memory technologies can be classified into categories based on
their maturity and their position on the market.
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The so–called baseline technologies category describes technologies which are well
established on the market and produce some high volume products. This group
includes DRAM, SRAM, hard disk drives, optical disks, magnet tapes, floppy disks,
and NAND and NOR Flash.
The so–called prototypical technologies category describes technologies which ei-
ther have demonstrated prototype devices, or already have some low volume, niche
products on the market. This group includes FeRAM [8], MRAM [10], SONOS [18]
and PCM [12].
The last group, called emerging research memory devices category, consists of all
other technologies which have not yet reached the maturity and production status to
belong to one of the other groups. This group includes among others nano–floating gate
memory (NFGM) [11], engineered tunnel barrier memory (VARIOT) [19], FeFET [9],
insulator resistance change memory (MIM) [20], PMC [13], polymer memory [21], and
molecular memory [22].
The mentioned different memory technologies are shown in overview in Fig. 2.1.
Their affiliation to the above–described categories is shown in the style of the print.
Bold for baseline technologies, normal for prototypical technologies, and italic for
emerging research memory devices. In addition, they are arranged due to their princi-
pal design and storage mechanism.
As shown in Fig. 2.1, the non–volatile branch itself can be divided into two main
categories, electrically addressed solid–state memory systems and mechanically ad-
dressed systems. Examples for technologies belonging to the latter category are hard
disks, floppy disk drives, magnetic tape, optical disks, holographic memory, etc., and
early computer storage methods such as paper tape and punch cards. Mechanically
addressed systems have the price advantage regarding cost per bit, but are also slower
compared to electrically addressed solid state systems.
2.1.1 Electrically Addressed Solid–State Memory Systems
The electrically addressed solid–state memory systems themselves can be divided into
subcategories. Some main subcategories are shown in Fig. 2.1 with the respective most
important examples. The projected future properties of some of the different competing
technologies extracted from the ITRS roadmap 2007 are summarized in Table 2.1 and
compared with the projected DRAM features. These properties are described in more
detail for the different concepts in the following subsections.
Magnetic Concepts
In magnetic concepts the information is stored in magnetic cells. The most important
example is the MRAM technology, in which the storage elements are formed from two
ferromagnetic layers separated by a thin insulating film [10]. In addition to the storage
cell, a transistor is necessary making this concept a 1T1R technology. One of the layers
of the storage cell is a permanent magnet with a defined polarity. The field of the other
ferromagnet is changed to match that of an external field. Due to the magnetic tunnel
effect, the electrical resistance of the cell changes depending on the orientation of the
fields in the two layers. Therefore, the readout is carried out by a simple measurement
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Figure 2.1: Overview over the different memory technologies. Baseline technologies are printed
in bold, Prototypical technologies are printed in normal, and emerging research
technologies are printed in italic.
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Baseline 
Technologies 
 Prototypical Technologies 
Concept  
DRAM  
NAND 
Flash 
 FeRAM 
 
MRAM  PCM 
Storage 
Mechanism 
 
charge 
on 
capacitor 
 
charge 
on 
floating 
gate 
 
remanent 
polarization 
on FeCap 
 magnetization 
of 
ferromagnetic 
contacts 
 
reversible 
changing 
amorphous 
-crystalline 
Cell 
Elements 
 1T1C  1T  1T1C  
 
1T1R  1T1R 
Feature 
Size (nm) 
 12  18  65 
 
22  18 
Cell Area  6F
2
  5F
2
  12F
2
  16F
2
  4.7F
2
 
Read Time  < 10 ns  10 ns  < 20 ns  < 0.5 ns  < 60 ns 
W/E Time  < 10 ns  100 ns  1 ns  < 0.5 ns  < 50 ns 
Retention 
Time 
 64 ms  > 10 y  > 10 y 
 
> 10 y  > 10 y 
Write 
Cycles 
 > 3 E
16
  > 1 E
5
  > 1 E
16
 
 
> 1 E
16
  1 E
15
 
Operating 
Voltage 
 1.5 V  15 V  < 1 V 
 
< 1.8 V  < 3 V 
Write 
Energy 
(J/bit) 
 2 E
-15
  > 1 E
-15
  5 E
-15
 
 
5 E
-15
  < 1 E
-13
 
Table 2.1: Projected properties for the year 2022 for some competing memory device technolo-
gies (Data extracted from ITRS roadmap 2007) [23].
of the resulting current while applying a defined voltage. If the two ferromagnetic
layers have the same polarity, the cell is in the low resistance state, otherwise with
opposite polarities, it is in the high resistance state.
The principal writing scheme is similar to that of early magnetic core memories,
which were used commonly in the 1960s. The information is written to the cells via
an induced magnetic field created at the junction of the lines. However, this simple
approach requires a quite high write current to generate the field. Therefore, some
different solution have been proposed and demonstrated like the use of a modified
multi–layer cell with thin coupling layers [24] or the spin–torque–transfer (STT), which
uses spin–aligned (‘polarized´) electrons to directly torque the domains [25].
Using data from the ITRS roadmap, advantages and disadvantages of MRAM com-
pared to Flash are:
+ Faster write/erase operation
+ Prospective faster readout
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Principle behavior of a ferroelectric capacitor [3]. (a) Non–switching and switching
of the polarization of a ferroelectric capacitor. (b) Current response of non–switching
and switching case of the ferroelectric polarization.
+ Much better cycle endurance
+ Lower operating voltages
- Higher write/erase currents
- Larger cell area
In conclusion, MRAM is currently a good example for a mature technology with an
overall very good performance, which is still not widely adopted in the market due
to a large cell area and scaling issues. Therefore, this technology is not competitive
regarding cost/bit at the moment.
Ferroelectric Concepts
Ferroelectric concepts for non–volatile memory can be divided into two major technolo-
gies. The more advanced and mature is the FeRAM concept. The cell configuration is in
principal similar to DRAMwhereas the dielectric capacitor is replaced by a ferroelectric
one. The information is therefore stored in the ferroelectric film [8]. The ferroelectric
layer has the characteristic of a remanent polarization, which can be reversed by an
applied electric field. This behavior is observable in the hysteretic loop of the polar-
ization P plot over the electrical field E, respectively the applied voltage V as shown
in Fig. 2.2 (a). The FeRAM concept uses this P(E) characteristic in order to store
data non–volatile. The two different state are the positive (+Pr) and negative (−Pr)
remanent polarization.
In order to write/erase and read the memory cell, voltage pulses are applied. No
switching occurs, if the applied voltage is in the direction as the remanent polarization.
In this case, the change of polarization ∆PNS is due to the dielectric response of the
ferroelectric material. Switching occurs, if the applied voltage is in the opposite
direction of the applied field. In this case, the polarization reverses giving rise to an
increased switching polarization change ∆PS as shown in Fig. 2.2 (a).
Therefore, the different states of the remanent polarization cause different current
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responses to applied voltage pulses. The difference between the switching and the
non–switching case in the transient current behavior is shown in Fig. 2.2 (b). Due to
this, the two memory states can be determined by integration of the current responses.
The switched charge ∆QS is distinctively larger than the non–switched one ∆QNS.
Using data from the ITRS roadmap advantages and disadvantages of FeRAM com-
pared to Flash are:
+ Faster write/erase operation
+ Much better cycle endurance
+ Lower operating voltages
- Slower read time
- Larger cell area
In conclusion, FeRAM is currently also like MRAM a good example for a mature
technology with an overall very good performance which is still not widely adopted in
the market due to a large cell area and scaling issues. Therefore, this technology is not
competitive regarding cost/bit and limited to niche markets (e.g. smartcards) at the
moment.
A different and more immature concept based on ferroelectric materials is the FeFET.
In contrast to FeRAM, no capacitor cell is needed. Instead, the ferroelectric material is
used as the gate dielectric in a field effect transistor as shown in Fig. 2.3. This means,
that the ferroelectric layer is integrated into the transistor and therefore the FeFET is a
single element device.
The principle functionality of a FeFET can be explained on the basis of a single
operation cycle of a p–type FeFET shown in Fig. 2.3. For an applied positive voltage
pulse the polarization P in the ferroelectric layer is switched towards the direction
of the Si–channel (Fig. 2.3 (a)). Therefore, a negative charge is taking effect on the
interface to the p–type semiconductor channel due to the ferroelectric polarization. An
inversion and an accumulation of electrons (in the semiconductor) near the interface is
occurring as the result. Therefore, the source–drain channel is in the on–state and will
remain stable (as long as the remanent polarization Pr stays sufficiently large), even if
the applied voltage is removed.
By application of a negative voltage pulse, the polarization is switched to the opposite
direction. Therefore, electrons are depleted within the semiconductor channel at the
interface and the FeFET is in the off–state. This situation is schematically shown in
Fig. 2.3 (b).
A non–destructive readout is possible due to the fact, that only the source–drain
channel resistance has to be determined by a peripheral sense amplifier. Thereby,
the status of the ferroelectric polarization is undisturbed. In contrast, a polarization
reversal and reprogramming is necessary in the readout process of a 1T1C FeRAM cell.
The interesting properties of ferroelectric field–effect transistors (FeFETs) are the
non–volatile data storage with a non–destructive readout, and the compact cell design
(1T–cell). However, up to now some problems remain (complex fabrication issues,
short retention of the ferroelectric polarization, and interface charge traps), which
prevent the production of commercial products [3].
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Figure 2.3: Schematic mode of operation of a FeFET [3]. Charge diagram for the on– (a) and
off–state (b) of a FeFET after application of a positive (a) and a negative (b) voltage
pulse. The right figures show the corresponding polarization states.
Charge on Floating Gate
Flash memory based on the floating gate concept is currently market leader in the
non–volatile, solid–state memory branch as mentioned in section 1.1. Flash technology
is based on a MOSFET transistor with an additional floating gate [4]. The data is stored
as charge on the floating gate and modulates the threshold voltage of the transistor.
In order to prevent the stored charge from draining off, the floating gate is electrically
isolated. A change in the amount of charge on the floating gate is therefore ideally
only possible due to quantum tunneling. In traditional single–level cell devices, each
cell stores only one bit of information. Newer flash memory concepts, known as
multi–level cell devices, can store more than one bit per cell. This is realized by the
application of multiple levels of electrical charge to the floating gates of the cells.
Two different kinds of Flash architectures are common today, NAND and NOR.
They differ in the internal design and wiring of the individual cells in the memory
matrix. Depending on this, the memory density and the access time varies. NAND–
Flash is based on a series connection of larger memory cell blocks. This implies, that
write/erase and read operations are not possible on single cells but only sequential on
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of a SONOS memory cell. The cell is based on a n–type MOSFET in
whose oxide a silicon nitride (SiN) layer is buried, which acts as the floating gate.
whole blocks. In addition, the access times are slower than in the NOR architecture
due to longer RC times. However, higher memory densities can be achieved by this
architecture. NAND–Flash therefore aims at the mass storage market where higher
densities are more important than fast access times.
NOR–Flash on the other hand is based on a parallel connection of single memory
cells. This implies random access to all cells and faster access times than NAND–Flash.
However, only lower memory densities compared to NAND can be achieved in this
architecture. In addition, newer designs implement a block erase scheme instead of
a single cell erase. NOR–Flash therefore aims at markets where access time is more
important than density. It has replaced traditional EPROM devices and is dominating
the programmable memory for micro controller market.
The concept of Flash memories has still some limitations despite the recent enormous
success:
• Only block access in NAND–Flash and block erase in both, NOR and NAND
architecture
• Low cycle endurance due to oxide degeneration
• High operating voltages
• Slow write/erase operations
• Access time (NAND)
• Density (NOR)
Due to this limitations and expected scaling problems in future generations [5],
a number of potential Flash replacements are currently under development. One
of the most mature of these concepts is the ‘Semiconductor Oxide Nitride Oxide
Semiconductor´ (SONOS) technology. It potentially offers lower power usage and
a somewhat longer lifetime than Flash [18]. The SONOS memory cells consist of
a standard NMOS transistor with a more complex, layered oxide structure under
the gate as shown in Fig. 2.4. The layering consists of an oxide thin film, which is
approximately 2 nm thin, a silicon nitride layer (about 5 nm thin), and a second oxide
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layer with a thickness between 5 and 10 nm. By application of a positive voltage to
the gate, electrons from the source–drain channel tunnel through the thin oxide layer
and get trapped in the silicon nitride. Like in standard Flash cells, this trapped charge
influences the threshold voltage of the transistor. In order to erase the cell, the trapped
electrons are removed by application of a negative voltage to the gate. In addition to
the SONOS technology, other floating gate concepts (e.g. NFGM (charge trapping in
nanodots) [11] and VARIOT (variable oxide thickness) [19]) are under development.
In conclusion, the floating gate concept with Flash memory is the leading solid
state non–volatile technology today. It can be expected to remain in this position for
some time in the future by further developments and adaptations in future CMOS
technology generations. Other designs will be hard pressed to capture main portions
of the Flash dominated market.
Phase Change
Phase–change memory (PCM, also known as PRAM, PCRAM, Ovonic Unified Mem-
ory and Chalcogenide RAM (C–RAM)) is another type of a solid state non–volatile
memory [26]. PCM exploits a material behavior of some alloys based on group VI
elements, which are called chalcogenides. This glassy materials are stable in both the
crystalline and the amorphous state at room temperature. The change between the
two states can be controlled by the application of heat. This behavior of chalcogenide
materials is already widely used in optical re–writable CD/DVD disks [27]. In the
optical disk application, a laser beam with different intensities is used to heat a small
volume in order to switch the material between its crystalline and amorphous state.
The memory state is determined by the reflectivity of the memory layer.
The same behavior can be used in a silicon based device as shown schematically
in Fig. 2.5. In this case, electric currents of different magnitudes are passed from a
heater element through the chalcogenide material. The subsequent local joule heating
changes the programmable volume around the contact region. High current and fast
quenching freezes the material to an amorphous state (Fig. 2.5 (b)), which is the high
resistance state. The application of a medium current for a longer pulse duration leads
to a re–crystallization of the region (crystalline state) (Fig. 2.5 (a)), which has a lower
resistance [26]. The state of the memory cell is read out at low currents, which produce
no significant joule heating.
Using data from the ITRS roadmap advantages and disadvantages of PCM compared
to Flash are:
+ Faster write/erase operation
+ Much better cycle endurance
+ Lower operating voltages
- Higher write/erase currents and energies
In conclusion, PCM is another promising technology to potentially replace Flash
because of the above–mentioned advantages. However, one main issue for phase
change based devices is its susceptibility to a fundamental trade off of unintended vs.
intended phase–change. This is mainly due to the fact that phase–change is a thermally
driven process. This means, that an optimization of the material properties towards
faster switching and lower energy consumption also influences data retention.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of a phase change memory cell. Polycrystalline (low resistance) state of
the chalcogenide material (a) and local amorphous area above the heater element
(high resistance state) after high current pulse (b)
2.2 Concepts Based on Metal–Insulator–Metal Setups
Another subcategory of the non–volatile, electronically addressed solid state systems is
based on a metal–insulator–metal memory (MIM) cell. Many of these MIM structures
exhibit an electrically induced resistive switching behavior. Devices based on a MIM
cell are usually called resistance switching RAM, or RRAM. The letter ‘M´ in the
abbreviation MIM is not restricted to metals, but refers to any reasonably good electron
conductor, and is often different for the two sides. The ‘insulator´ in these structures
is often an ion–conducting material. MIM memory cells, like the other mentioned
non–volatile concepts in section 2.1, are interesting due to their potential performance
advantages over Flash and DRAM, and they might be highly scalable.
Due to the wide range of different materials (binary and multinary oxides, higher
chalcogenides, organic compounds and molecules, etc.) numerous devices have been
presented and different resistive switching mechanisms proposed. First reports on
this effect were published as early as 1962 by Hickmott on oxide materials [28]. This
period of high research activity continued until the mid–1980s and during its course
many MIM structures were presented [29]. Due to the increasing interest in resistive
switching devices for memory applications, a new period of intense research activities
started in the late 1990s and still continues today [30–32].
The ITRS roadmap divides the MIM structures class into several subcategories. A
choice of the most important ones is given in Table 2.2 with the best projected and the
already demonstrated properties. The potential of these technologies can be seen by
a comparison of the parameters with the ones of the baseline technologies shown in
Table 2.1.
Prior to a more detailed look on the different devices and proposed mechanisms,
it is important to introduce two different basic switching schemes in MIM structures.
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Emerging Research Memory Devices 
Concept  
Fuse/Antifuse 
Memory 
 
Ionic 
Memory 
 
Electronic 
Effects 
Memory 
 
Macromolecular 
Memory 
 
Molecular 
Memories 
Storage 
Mechanism 
 
multiple 
mechanisms 
 
ion transport 
and redox 
reaction 
 
multiple 
mechanisms 
 
multiple 
mechanisms 
 not known 
Cell 
Elements 
 
1T1R 
or 1D1R 
 
1T1R 
or 1D1R 
 
1T1R 
or 1D1R 
 1T1R 
or 1D1R 
 
1T1R 
or 1D1R 
Feature 
Size (nm) 
 
5-10 
(180) 
 
5-10 
(90) 
 
5-10 
(1000) 
 5-10 
(250) 
 
5 
(30) 
Cell Area  5F
2
  5F
2
 (8F
2
)  5F
2
  5F
2
  5F
2
 
Read Time  < 10 ns  
< 10 ns 
(< 50 ns) 
 < 10 ns 
 < 10 ns 
(10 ns) 
 < 10 ns 
W/E Time  
< 10 ns 
(10 ns/5 µs) 
 
< 20 ns 
(< 50 ns) 
 
< 20 ns 
(100 ns) 
 < 10 ns 
(10 ns) 
 
< 40 ns 
(0.2 s) 
Retention 
Time 
 
> 10 y 
(> 8 months) 
 
> 10 y 
(> 10 y) 
 
> 10 y 
(1 y) 
 not known 
(6 months) 
 
not known 
(6 months) 
Write 
Cycles 
 
> 3 E
16 
(> 1 E
6
) 
 
> 3 E
16 
(> 1 E
6
) 
 
> 3 E
16 
(> 1 E
3
) 
 > 3 E
16 
(> 1 E
6
) 
 
> 3 E
16 
(> 2 E
3
) 
Operating 
Voltage 
 
0.5/1 V 
(0.5/1 V) 
 
< 0.5 V 
(0.6 V) 
 
< 3 V 
(3-5 V) 
 < 1 V 
(2 V) 
 
< 0.3 V 
(1.5 V) 
Write 
Energy 
(J/bit) 
 
not known 
(1 E
-12
) 
 
1 E
-15 
(5 E
-14
) 
 
< 1 E
-10 
(1 E
-9
) 
 
not known 
(1 E
-13
) 
 < 2 E
-19
 
Table 2.2: Best Projected properties for some emerging memory device technologies. Demon-
strated values, if available, in parentheses. (Data extracted from ITRS roadmap
2007) [23].
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Figure 2.6: Classification of switching characteristics [33]. The shown curves are exemplary
and can vary considerably depending on the MIM structure. The dashed lines
indicate that the current is limited to the compliance current (CC) value. Therefore,
the voltage differs from the control voltage. (a) Unipolar switching: Set and
reset operations are independent of the polarity. The set operation takes place at
higher voltage and lower (CC) current levels than the reset operation. (b) Bipolar
switching: Set and reset operations occur at opposite polarities.
Depending on the electrical polarity, it can be distinguished between unipolar and
bipolar resistive switching. Resistive switching independent of the polarity of the
applied voltage and current signal is called unipolar (or symmetric), while switching
dependent on the polarity is called bipolar (or asymmetric).
Unipolar devices are switched ‘set´ from the high–resistance (OFF) state to the low–
resistance (ON) state by application of a threshold voltage as shown in Fig. 2.6 (a). The
electrical current must be limited to a compliance current (CC) during the set process
in order to prevent the device from instantly returning to the off–state, or even worse
the possible memory cell destruction. This is due to the fact, that the ‘reset´ into the
OFF state can take place at the same polarity. The reset operation occurs at a higher
current and a lower voltage than the set threshold voltage.
Bipolar devices are switched (set operation) from the high–resistance (OFF) state
to the low–resistance (ON) state by application of a threshold voltage at one polarity
as shown in Fig. 2.6 (b). The current is often limited by a current compliance during
the on–switching operation in order to prevent a possible memory cell destruction.
The reset operation takes place at the opposite polarity by application of a different
threshold voltage. The MIM structure of the system must have some asymmetry
(different electrode materials, electroforming step, etc.) in order to show bipolar
switching behavior.
In many of the MIM structures, especially the binary and multinary oxides, and
the higher chalcogenides an initial electroforming step, such as a current–limited
electric breakdown, is induced in the virgin sample. This step provides a necessary
preconditioning of those systems, which afterwards can be switched between the ON
and the OFF state.
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Figure 2.7: Filamentary conduction in MIM structures. (a) Vertical MIM structure and (b)
lateral (planar) MIM structure. The red (dark) filament in theses cases connects
the two electrodes and is therefore responsible for the ON state.
2.2.1 Switching Mechanisms in MIM Structures
One important aspect, considering the physical mechanisms responsible for the ob-
served resistive switching effect in MIM devices, is the actual geometric location of the
switching event in the structure. In most publications, the switching to the low resis-
tance state is reported as a locally limited process. In this cases, the effect is therefore
not homogeneously distributed in the material but has rather a confined, filamentary
nature, which leads to a pad size independent ON state resistance. In Fig. 2.7 such a
filamentary conduction is shown exemplary for a vertical (a) and a lateral (b) MIM
structure. In addition, evidence for an interfacial nature of the reproducible switching
are described more frequently in the literature than bulk switching effects [33]. These
interface effects occur at a thin area close to the electrodes.
The actual underlying physical switching mechanism is still unclear for many of the
reported MIM structures. Proposed explanations are often based on little experimental
and theoretical evidence. In addition, many publications are short on detailed experi-
mental information, on device fabrication, and measurement parameters. Therefore,
it is difficult to obtain a clear overview and classification of the numerous material
combinations. Either way, the conceivable proposed mechanisms in MIM systems are
based on a combination of physical and/or chemical effects.
Waser et al. recently proposed a coarse–grained classification of the MIM structures
into three main categories, according to whether the dominant contribution comes
from a thermal, an electronic, or an ionic effect [33]. The first category includes all
devices, whose switching mechanisms are primarily based on thermal effects. The
second is comprised of all concepts, whose switching mechanisms are primarily based
on electrical effects. The third includes all devices, whose switching mechanisms are
primarily based on ion–migration effects and is subdivided into cation–migration cells
and anion–migration cells.
MIM structures, whose switching is primarily based on thermal effects typically
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display unipolar characteristics with current–voltage characteristics comparable to
Fig. 2.6 (a). The switching process of this thermally based effect is similar to the
mode of operation of a traditional household fuse. The essential component of a
traditional fuse is a metal wire or strip that melts due to Joule heating, if too much
current flows through it. If the metal strip melts, it opens the circuit. MIM devices
based on thermal effects show a similar behavior on the nanoscale as a traditional
fuse on a macroscopic level. Such a MIM structure is initiated by a voltage–induced
partial dielectric breakdown. During this breakdown a discharge filament is formed,
which can be composed of either electrode material transported into the insulator
or decomposed insulator material such as sub–oxides [34]. The MIM cell is in the
ON state if both electrodes are connected through a filament (see Fig. 2.7). In order
to reset the device to the OFF state, a high current is driven through the cell. This
results in a Joule heating of the filament until it is thermally disrupted. Recently,
Samsung presented the successful integration of Pt/NiO/Pt MIM cells into CMOS
technology and demonstrated non–volatile memory operation based on the described
‘fuse–antifuse´ mechanism [35].
There are some different proposed models/theories trying to explain the resistive
switching in MIM devices based on electrical effects. Electronic charge injection and/or
charge displacement is seen as one origin of the switching. As early as 1967, Simmons
and Verderber proposed a charge–trap model which can explain the different resistance
states of a MIM cell by the modification of the electrostatic barriers due to trapped
charges [36]. According to this model, charges are injected by Fowler–Nordheim
tunneling at high electric fields and subsequently trapped at sites such as defects
or metal nanoparticles in the insulator. This model was later modified in order to
incorporate charge trapping at interface states, which is thought to affect the adjacent
Schottky barrier at various metal/semiconducting perovskite interfaces [37]. Another
proposed explanation for perovskite–type oxides is based on the insulator–metal
transition (IMT) [38]. In this model, the electronic charge injection acts like doping,
which induces an IMT [39, 40].
The third category contains all MIM systems in which the resistive switching is
primarily based on ionic transport and electrochemical redox reactions. This is a
research field where nanoelectronics [3] intersects with nanoionics [41]. MIM devices
based on these mechanisms display bipolar current–voltage characteristics qualitatively
comparable to Fig. 2.6 (b). This category can be divided into two subcategories, one
based on cation migration and one based on anion migration.
The resistive switching of MIM devices based on cation migration can be described
exemplary on the basis of a PMC [13]. The setup of such a simple PMC is shown in
Fig. 2.8. A solid electrolyte layer is sandwiched between the two electrodes, of which
one is made of silver. During the set process (Fig. 2.8 (a)), a positive bias voltage is
applied to the silver electrode and causes the oxidation of the electrochemically active
electrode metal (Ag). The resulting Ag+–ions are mobile in the solid electrolyte and
drift due to the electrical field towards the cathode. These cations discharge at the
negative charged (inert) counterelectrode leading to the growth of Ag dendrites. The
dendrite forms a highly conductive filament when reaching the anode. The PMC
is then in the low resistance ON state. The reset process occurs by application of
a reversed voltage. If a negative bias voltage is applied to the silver electrode, an
electrochemical dissolution of the conductive bridges takes place, resetting the system
into the OFF state (Fig. 2.8 (b)). Copper is also often used as electrode material, due to
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Figure 2.8: Schematics of the cation movement in a PMC. (a) Electrodeposition of Ag+–ions
during the set process (positive bias voltage applied to the Ag). (b) Removal of
Ag+–ions during the reset process (negative bias voltage applied to the Ag).
its comparable electrochemical potential and mobility. Another example for a cation
driven MIM device is the so called atomic switch proposed by Aono et al. where the
insulating layer is a thin vacuum area (≈ 1 nm) which is bridged by a Ag dendrite in
the ON state [42].
The second subcategory operates through the migration of anions, typically oxygen
ions. This is feasible due to the fact, that in many oxides, in particular in transition
metal oxides, oxygen ion defects are much more mobile than cations. The oxygen ions
are migrating under the influence of the electrical field towards the anode. However,
the process can be better understood with a description based on oxygen vacancies
instead of oxygen ions. These vacancies migrate the other way around, namely towards
the cathode. This results in a change of the stoichiometry and a valence change of the
cation sublattice, which is associated with a modified electronic conductivity [43].
2.2.2 MIM Structures Based on Organic Materials
In addition to the previously presented MIM systems, a vast number of organic devices
have been reported to show resistive switching. In these MIM systems, the ‘I´ layer is
represented by a thin film (typical thicknesses of 20 nm to >1 µm) of organic molecules
or polymers. Scott et al. categorized the organic devices proposed for RRAM into six
groups in a recent review [44]:
Category 1: Homogeneous–Polymer–Based Structures
These MIM systems with a homogeneous polymer as ‘I´ are the simplest struc-
tures and the earliest reported. Some examples for the homogeneous poly-
mers are e.g. poly(divinylbenzene) [45], styrene [46], acrylates [47], tiophene
derivates [48], etc.
Category 2: Small–Molecule–Based Structures
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Many small–molecule organic semiconductors have been used as ‘I´ in MIM
devices, for example anthracene [49], pentacene [50], Alq3 [51], etc. Recently
also monomolecular films (e.g. rose–bengal [52]) or even single molecules (e.g.
catenane based switches [53]) have been presented in MIM structures.
Category 3: Donor–Acceptor Complexes
Electron donor–acceptor complexes have been explored as resistive switching
materials due to the conductive properties of these charge transfer (CT) com-
plexes. Both organic–organic (e.g. biscyanovinyl–pyridine and decacyclene [54],
etc.) and metal–organic (e.g. Cu:TCNQ [14]) systems have been reported.
Category 4: Systems Containing Mobile Ions and Redox Species
Systems containing mobile ions and redox species (e.g. RbAg4I5 with MEH–
PPV [55], etc.) are reported to display resistive switching. In these devices, the
applied voltage electrochemically oxidizes or reduces the polymer with an ionic
species serving as countercharge.
Category 5: Blend of Nanoparticles in Organic Host
Systems with metallic nanoparticles (NP) blended into an organic host also
display bipolar switching (e.g. polystyrene [56]).
Category 6: Molecular Traps Doped into an Organic Host
Recently, there are some reports on devices consisting of molecular traps doped
into an organic host [57], [58].
The proposed underlying physical mechanisms responsible for the resistive switch-
ing of these organic MIM structures are diverse and in many cases not indisputable
proven. Some suggested mechanisms are:
• Highly localized filamentary conduction (as described in 2.2.1) [29]
• A change in the number of free carriers (proposed e.g. for the charge transfer
in donor–acceptor complexes [59] and for NPs acting as acceptor/donor in an
organic host [56])
• Electrochemical doping of a conducting polymer [60]
• Manipulation of the Coulomb blockade due to trapped charges [61]
• Inherent electronic molecule properties [62, 63]
• etc.
The above–mentioned examples demonstrate the large number of different ap-
proaches in order to explain the resistive switching phenomena in organic MIM devices.
However, in many cases the database is too weak or inconclusive to draw definite
conclusions regarding the microscopic nature of the effects. In addition, it is notewor-
thy that in quite a few studies an aluminum top electrode has been used. Between
the organic material and the aluminum electrode the formation of a thin aluminum
oxide layer is inevitably, if the device is not prepared and encapsulated in–situ under
vacuum. Recent studies demonstrated that this thin naturally formed oxide layer, and
not the organic material, can be responsible for the resistive switching [64, 65]. A simi-
lar mechanism was revealed for specific designed monolayers of catenane molecules
with titanium topelectrodes [66]. In this case, a thin titanium oxide layer is made
accountable for the resistive switching comparable to MIM devices based on oxides as
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described in section 2.2.1.
In conclusion, the understanding of the microscopic origins of the switching mech-
anisms in nearly every organic MIM structure is still a topic of active debate. The
few, above–mentioned, examples show that great care must be exercised when at-
tributing models to observed switching events. One main reason for this is a lack
in measurements that go beyond the observation of resistive switching. Additional
studies are necessary in order to distinguish between possible candidate mechanisms.
Furthermore, in some cases undesirable phenomena, such as self–healed breakdown,
are probably mistaken for reproducible switching.
2.3 The Charge Transfer Complex Cu:TCNQ
One of the promising organic materials used in resistive switching MIM devices is the
metal–organic charge transfer complex Cu:TCNQ. In this material system copper acts
as the metallic donor and Tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) as the organic acceptor.
Potember et al. were the first to report electrical field induced resistive switching effects
in such thin films sandwiched between a copper and an aluminum electrode [14]. A
short introduction and overview about some basic principles of CT complexes in
general and this material system in particular, will be given in the following sections.
Charge Transfer Complexes
Charge transfer complexes are part of the donor–acceptor class, whose members are
composed of two different types of molecules in a certain stoichiometric ratio [67]. In
a CT complex, one of the molecule types is an electron donor while the other is an
electron acceptor. The donor molecule possesses a low ionization potential whereas
the acceptor molecule has a strong electron affinity. As individuals, both types of
molecules (or atoms) are charge neutral. Combined in a CT complex, the free energy is
lowered by a (partial) charge transfer from donor to acceptor. The degree of this charge
transfer is abbreviated as δ and adopts values 0 < δ < 1. In the used nomenclature,
δ = 0 represents no charge transfer, while δ = 1 stands for a complete charge transfer
from donor to acceptor. Depending on the conditions, this transfer results in partially
occupied atom or molecule orbitals which influence the charge transport properties.
In organics that are composed of one type of molecules (e.g. polymers), inter molec-
ular bonds are due to van der Waals forces. In CT complexes, additional Coulomb
and dipole induced forces can have a strong impact on those inter–molecular bonds.
Depending on those forces, the systems are classified into weak CT complexes and
radical ion salts (or strong CT complexes). The transition between those groups is
continuous and depends on the δ value.
Weak CT complexes are composed of molecules with fully occupied electron shells.
The charge transfer δ between donor and acceptor is only marginal in the ground state,
but can be much larger in the excited state. Typically, weak CT complexes crystallize in
a structure where donor and acceptor molecules are stacked alternately as shown in
Fig. 2.9 (a). An example for such a system is tetrathiafulvalene(TTF):TCNQ [68].
In contrast, radical ion salts (or strong CT complexes) display a strong ionic character.
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Figure 2.9: Possible configurations of the donor–acceptor molecules in a CT complex [67]. (a)
Alternating stacking of donor (D) and acceptor (A) molecules, which is typical for
weak CT complexes. Such crystals are insulators or semiconductors. (b) Separated
stacks of donor and acceptor molecules with partial charge transfer δ, which is
typical for radical ion salts. Such crystals are good conductors along the stack
direction or highly anisotropy semiconductors.
This is due to a large charge transfer δ between donor and acceptor, even in the ground
state. Typically, radical ion salts crystallize in a structure where donor and acceptor
molecules are stacked separately as shown in Fig. 2.9 (b). An example for such a system
is Cu:TCNQ [14]. It is possible to use a more precise classification of the radical ion
salts which takes into account the different ionic types. In this case, three different
types can be distinguished [69]. The first one, radical ion salt, is used for CT complexes
where both types of ionized molecules are radicals due to the charge transfer. In this
regard, radical means that unpaired electrons on an otherwise open shell configuration
are present. Therefore, both molecules posses an electron spin. The second one, radical
cation salt, is used for CT complexes where only the cation is a radical. In this case, the
anion possesses a fully occupied electron shell and therefore no electron spin. The third
one, radical anion salt, is used for CT complexes where only the anion is a radical. In
this case, the cation possesses a fully occupied electron shell and therefore no electron
spin. Cu+ TCNQ− is an example for an anion radical salt.
2.3.1 The Organic Ligand TCNQ
The detailed nomenclature of the organic ligand in the studied CT complex Cu:TCNQ
is 7,7’,8,8’–Tetracyano–1,4–quinodimethane. The base of this molecule is the chem-
ical compound 1,4–Benzoquinone with the formula C6H4O2. This nonaromatic six–
membered ring compound is the oxidized derivative of 1,4–hydroquinone. In the
TCNQ molecule the oxygen is substituted by four cyano C≡N (or nitrile) groups
at the carbon positions 7,7’,8,8’ as stated in the TCNQ nomenclature. The chemical
sum formula for TCNQ is C12H4N4. The structure of the TCNQ molecule is shown
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Figure 2.10: Chemical structure of the TCNQ molecule. The numbers denote the molecular
bond lengths in nm calculated by Long et al. [71].
in Fig. 2.10. The electrons are localized in the benzene ring, which means that the
molecule has no aromatic character. As shown in Fig. 2.10, the upper and lower carbon
atoms are connected by a covalent double bond. This double bond consists of one
σ–bond and one π–bond. The four functional cyano groups have a negative mesomeric
(or resonance) effect on the quinoide carbon ring. The TCNQ molecule acts as an
acceptor due to this electron withdrawing properties [70]. By accepting electrons, it
is transformed from the quinoide to a conjugated system with a favorable energetic
configuration.
TCNQ crystallizes in an orange colored monoclinic structure [71]. In these crystals
the TCNQ molecules are stacked in a herringbone structure, which is typical for many
planar organic molecules. The angle between the planes of molecules in adjacent stacks
is 48°. The perpendicular distance between the planes of adjacent molecules within a
given stack is 3.45 A˚, only about 0.1 A˚ more than that in graphite. The intermolecular
bonds in the TCNQ crystals are van der Waals forces, which are weak compared to
covalent and ionic bonds. This crystal structure allows for an overlapping of the π–
orbitals of neighboring TCNQ molecules in the stack. This configuration is responsible
for a good conductivity along the stack direction.
2.3.2 Formation of Cu:TCNQ
Soon after TCNQ was first synthesized successfully [72, 73], experiments with metal–
TCNQ CT complexes were conducted. Studies by Melby et al. in the DuPont laborato-
ries on this M:TCNQ salts raised interest due to the high conductivity values of these
organic systems [70]. The complex anion–radical salts exhibited the highest electrical
conductivities known for organic compounds at that time, with volume electrical
resistivities as low as 0.01 Ω/cm at room temperature.
Mainly, there are two different deposition methods described for Cu:TCNQ thin
films. The method developed the earliest is a wet chemical process [73]. This chemical
solution deposition (CSD) method is based on a spontaneous electrolysis technique [14].
A copper electrode is cleaned in order to remove a possible oxide layer and then
immediately dipped into a saturated solution of TCNQ. Upon contact with the solution,
a direct oxidation reaction between Cu and TCNQ takes place [74, 75]. This corrosion
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Figure 2.11: SEM Images of the Different Morphologies of Cu:TCNQ thin films. (a) Cu:TCNQ
thin film prepared by a wet chemical process in a acetonitrile (C2H3N4) solution
saturated with TCNQ. (b) Cu:TCNQ thin film prepared by PVD on a Cu layer
with subsequent thermal activation.
reaction is described in Eq. 2.1.
(
Cu0
)
+
(
TCNQ0
)
−→ (Cu+TCNQ−) (2.1)
With this technique, Cu:TCNQ thin films with thicknesses in the micrometer range can
be grown in short time (minutes) [14].
The second method is a physical vapor deposition (PVD) process which takes place
in high vacuum (HV) or even ultra high vacuum (UHV). Using this technique, the
TCNQ is thermally evaporated on a Cu layer [59]. A thermal activation is necessary in
order to accelerate the diffusion of Cu into the TCNQ layer and trigger the above stated
reaction (Eq. 2.1). The PVD process will be described in section 3.3 in more detail.
Within the framework of this study, both preparation types were implemented.
Since the main focus of this work was on the establishing and optimization of the
PVD process, only a few control samples were prepared by a CSD method using a
solution of acetonitrile (C2H3N4) saturated with TCNQ. A clear difference between
the two preparation types can be seen in the morphology of the resulting thin films on
scanning electron microscope (SEM) images as shown in Fig. 2.11. The Cu:TCNQ layer
prepared by the wet chemical method consists mainly of micrometer sized, rectangular
blocks (Fig. 2.11 (a)). In contrast, the film prepared by PVD displays a nanometer sized
columnar structure (Fig. 2.11 (b)).
Heintz et al. demonstrated in a recent study the existence of two markedly different
polymorphic phases of Cu:TCNQ [74]. A simple schematic view of the two different
structures is shown in Fig. 2.12. The structures of both phases are based on the repeat
pattern of a four–coordinate Cu ion ligated to the nitrile groups of separate TCNQ
molecules. However, two important differences can be seen which lead to entirely
different spatial arrangements of the TCNQ units in the two phases.
The first difference is the relative orientation of TCNQ moieties around the Cu atoms.
In Phase I and in all other metal–TCNQ compounds with a stoichiometric ratio of 1:1,
neighboring TCNQ molecules are rotated 90° with respect to one another. In contrast,
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Figure 2.12: Schematic drawing of the orientation of TCNQ− in Cu:TCNQ [74]. (a) In the
crystallographic Phase I. (b) In the crystallographic Phase II.
Phase II displays a different structure where an infinite number of coplanar TCNQ
molecules are oriented in the same direction, but in two perpendicular planes. The
second major difference concerns the type of interpenetration of the networks. In
Phase I, the two independent networks result in a columnar stack of TCNQ molecules
with the closest distance being 3.24 A˚ as shown in Fig. 2.13 (a). This distance allows for
a π–orbital stacking. In sharp contrast, the interpenetration in Phase II does not bring
the two independent networks together. The TCNQ rings are in fact out of alignment
and no π–stacking occurs as shown in Fig. 2.13 (b). In this case, the closest distance
between parallel TCNQ units in the same network is 6.8 A˚.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.13: Views of interpenetrating networks in Cu:TCNQ crystals [74]. One network is
labeled with solid bonds the other with open bonds. (a) In the crystallographic
Phase I. (b) In the crystallographic Phase II.
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Figure 2.14: Conductivity in a CT complex with complete charge transfer (δ = 1) using a
TCNQ stack as example [76].
2.3.3 Conductivity of Cu:TCNQ and CT complexes in General
The conductivity of CT complexes is directly dependent on the crystal structure [76].
CT complexes with an alternating stacking of donor and acceptor molecules as shown
in Fig. 2.9 (a) exhibit low conductivity values. This is due to a complete charge transfer
from donor to the neighboring acceptor molecules:
D + A −→ D+ + A−
In this case, a further charge transfer (transport) is energetically disadvantageous. This
is due to a necessary further ionization of the donor and acceptor molecules leading to
a high ionization potential to be overcome:
D+ + A− −→ D2+ + A2−
Therefore, high conductivity values are only possible in CT complexes with separated
stacks of donor and acceptor molecules as shown in Fig. 2.9 (b). However, this kind
of stacking is mandatory, but not sufficient on its own for high conductivities. In
addition, the degree of charge transfer δ has a decisive influence in this kind of systems.
For example, the acceptor molecule TCNQ is negatively ionized for δ = 1. A charge
transfer within a TCNQ stack in this case would occur by the conversion of two TCNQ−
anions to a neutral TCNQ molecule and a TCNQ2− dianion as shown in Fig. 2.14. This
dianion configuration is energetically unfavorable due to the high Coulomb potentials.
Hence, a charge transfer of δ = 1 results at maximum in conductivity values typical for
semiconductors.
CT complexes with separated stacks of donor and acceptor molecules and partial
charge transfer δ display the highest conductivity values. In this case, the charge
transport occurs as follows:
D+ + D −→ D + D+
A− + A −→ A + A−
One ionized and one neutral molecule are converted to a neutral and a ionizedmolecule.
Therefore, charge can be transported without the presence of high energy barriers to be
overcome. In Fig. 2.15, this is shown exemplarily for a TCNQ acceptor stack. Obviously,
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Figure 2.15: Conductivity in a CT complex with partial charge transfer using a TCNQ stack
as example [76].
the distance between the single acceptor or donor molecules is also important for
the conductivity. Short distances allow for a better overlapping of occupied and
unoccupied orbitals.
The above–discussed conductivity mechanism, which is constricted to the direction
along the stacks of the π–electrons of the molecules, is the dominating cause for the
conductivity in CT complexes. In addition, a charge transport is also possible between
the single stacks. This transport occurs between the central Cu atoms and the N atoms
of the nitrile groups of TCNQ. The Cu ion is especially suitable for this process due to
the d–orbital configuration. Thus, a good three–dimensional conductivity based on a
pπd–band is possible for CT complexes as Kato et al. showed for the radical ion salt
copper–dicyanobenzoquinone–diimin (Cu:DCNQI) [77].
Heintz et al. measured the conductivity properties of Cu:TCNQ for the two crys-
tallographic phases which were described in section 2.3.2. These measurements re-
vealed semiconducting properties for both systems [74]. Phase I displayed a room–
temperature conductivity of 0.25 S/cm and a band gap of 0.137 eV. In contrast, Phase II
is a very poor semiconductor with a room–temperature conductivity of 1.3× 10−5 S/cm
and a band gap of 0.332 eV.
2.3.4 Resistive Switching in Cu:TCNQ
In 1979 Potember et al. were the first to report an electrical field induced resistive
switching effect in Cu:TCNQ thin films sandwiched between a copper and an alu-
minum electrode [14]. In their study, 10 µm thick microcrystalline Cu:TCNQ layers
were grown on Cu substrates using a CSD spontaneous electrolysis technique. The
current–voltage characteristic revealed an abrupt decrease in impedance from 2MΩ to
less than 200 Ω at a field strength of 4× 103 V/cm independent of polarity. A switching
time of roughly 15 ns was reported. After removal of the applied voltage, the device
was observed to act as a threshold switch, returning to the high resistance state. In
case of high power dissipation during on–switching, the memory switch was reported
to remain in the on–state unless a short pulse of high current of either polarity was
applied or the device was exposed to heating. In this case, the device returned to the
off–state.
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Source
Characteristic Switching Parameters
Sample Structure Roff Ron Vth,off-on
Vth,on-off Padsize Remarks
(Ith,on-off)
Potember BE: Cu unipolar
et al. 10 µm Cu:TCNQ 2MΩ 200 Ω ±5.5V (±mA) 25mm2 prepared by CSD
[14] TE: Al switching time 15 ns
Sato BE: Cu bipolar
et al. 2 µm Cu:TCNQ 56kΩ 2.4 kΩ −3.5V +3.2V 0.25mm2 prepared by CSD
[80] TE: Al switching time 2.5ms
Liu BE: Cu unipolar
et al. ? µm Cu:TCNQ 10kΩ 1 kΩ ±7.2V (±8mA) 1mm2 prepared by CSD
[78] TE: Al
Sun BE: Cu unipolar
et al. 1 µm Cu:TCNQ 2.4 kΩ 6 Ω ±0.4V (±75mA) ?mm2 prepared by CSD
[79] TE: Al
Oyamada BE: Al bipolar
et al. 100 nm Cu:TCNQ 30MΩ 70 kΩ +10V −9.5V 1mm2 prepared by PVD
[81] TE: Al
Mueller BE: Cu bipolar
et al. 500 nm Cu:TCNQ 2GΩ 900 kΩ −6V +5V 0.05 µm2 prepared by PVD
[7] TE: Al nanowires
Xiao BE: Cu bipolar, lateral
et al. 500 nm Cu:TCNQ 10GΩ 150MΩ −10V +10V 2000 nm2 prepared by PVD
[82] TE: Au single nanowire
Table 2.3: Excerpt of published switching parameters for Cu:TCNQ devices. (BE: bottom
electrode, TE: top electrode)
Since then, several groups have observed a switching effect in Cu:TCNQ, however
often with distinctive different characteristics. An extract of the different published
switching parameters is summarized in Table 2.3. While some groups report unipolar
characteristics [14, 78, 79], others observed bipolar behavior [7, 80–82] (for a general
introduction to unipolar vs. bipolar see section 2.2). In addition, the reported re-
sistance values vary greatly which cannot be explained by geometrical differences
alone. Furthermore, the few published data regarding the intrinsic switching time are
inconsistent, as much as the data referring to retention times.
Without doubt, this is one of the reasons why the underlying physical mechanism
is still not clear. Different theories have been proposed as the microscopic origin for
the resistive switching effect in Cu:TCNQ thin films and are still under discussion.
Potember et al. postulated that a field induced solid–state reversible phase transition is
responsible for the effect [14]. It was suggested that the following equilibrium equation
(2.2) is shifted to the right due to an applied electric field to form the low impedance
state, and to the left to form the high impedance state respectively [59]:
(
Cu+TCNQ−
)
n
∆E
⇀↽
(
Cu0
)
x
+
(
TCNQ0
)
x
+
(
Cu+TCNQ−
)
n−x (2.2)
This means, that some of the reduced (TCNQ−), and oxidized (Cu+) ions are trans-
formed to their neutral state due to an applied electrical field. This phase transition was
also claimed to be the underlying mechanism for an optical switching effect observed
in polycrystalline Ag:TCNQ and Cu:TCNQ films, which were proposed as erasable
optical storage media [83]. This theory was supported by a study by Matsumoto et al.
who reported switching and memory phenomena on Cu:TCNQ films triggered by a
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Figure 2.16: Schematic view of the photoinduced phase transition in CT complexes. (a) Neutral–
to–ionic transformation path along the polar order parameter P. The stable neutral
state is composed of homogeneous, nonpolar neutral chains where electron donor
(D) and acceptor (A) molecules are regularly stacked (1). Photons excite DA
pairs into an ionic state (2), and the coupling between the relaxed species makes
the system switch to a metastable macroscopic state (3) [87]. (b) Phase change
between neutral (D0A0) and ionic (D+A−) state triggered by photoinduced local
CT excitation as a result of cooperative CT interaction. Arrows and hν denote the
photoirradiation for local CT excitation [88].
stimulus with a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) [84].
Such a phase transition as described in Eq. 2.2 for Cu:TCNQ, was demonstrated
by Torrance et al. in a couple of alternating stacked CT complexes (Fig. 2.9 (a)) trig-
gered by pressure [85]. Later, this phase transition was shown on tetrathiafulvalene-
chloranil (TTF-CA, C6H4S4–C6Cl4O2) triggered by heat [86] and laser irradiation [87].
A schematic view of this photoinduced phase transition is shown in Fig. 2.16.
Gu et al. later expanded the phase transition model by using a one dimensional
model for overlapping stacks of the donor material and the organic acceptor in the
crystalline structure [89]. This model claims that the conductance in the high impedance
state is dominated by charge transport along the TCNQ acceptor stacks as described in
Fig. 2.15. The conductivity in this case, is limited by the overlapping of the π–orbitals
of the molecules. By application of an increasing electrical field, electrons are supposed
to occupy formerly unoccupied states in the Cu–N–bond, thereby weakening it. Finally,
the bond between the Cu and the TCNQ molecule breaks. In this process, the reduction
potential of the acceptor is proportional to the necessary field strength [14]. After the
phase transition, acceptor and donor molecules exist in their neutral states. Due to the
resulting delocalization of electrons in the TCNQ molecules, the conductivity along
the TCNQ stacks is reduced. However, it is proposed that an increased conductivity
along the now neutral metal donor stacks results in the low impedance state [89].
A different approach explaining the switching mechanism was presented by Heintz
et al. [74]. As described in section 2.3.2, they demonstrated the existence of two different
structural forms of Cu:TCNQ. The conductivity, in this case measured on bulk pellets
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of the two different crystallographic phases, differed by some orders of magnitude.
They concluded, that the resistive switching might involve a phase transition from a
three-dimensional structure, that does not allow for TCNQ stacking, to a phase that
brings parallel TCNQ radicals into close proximity. The fact that the resting state of
the film, i.e. Phase II, is a centrosymmetric structure and that Phase I appears to be
a non-centrosymmetric structure is seen to bode well for a piezoelectrically driven
transition. However, the role of the electric field in the proposed structural transition is
still unclear.
Furthermore, an approach based on the growth of filaments (see section 2.2.1) is
also conceivable. Sakamoto et al. described a nanometer-scale switch that used a
copper sulfide film [90]. In this case, the mechanism is explained by the creation and
annihilation of conducting paths in the Cu2S film. By applying a negative voltage
to the top electrode, Cu ions are said to migrate towards the top electrode and to be
neutralized by electrons provided by the electrode. By applying a positive voltage to
the electrode, the Cu is reported to be ionized and dissolved into the Cu2S film. A
similar behavior might be considered for Cu:TCNQ devices.
All the above–mentioned approaches to explain the resistive switching in Cu:TCNQ
have in common that the proposed microscopic mechanism occurs in the bulk of the
material (bulk effect). Other approaches emphasize the importance of the interface
to the electrodes. For example, Sato et al. proposed that the resistive switching in
Cu:TCNQ can be described as a polarized memory effect [80]. As shown in Table 2.3,
they observed a bipolar switching with a relatively high ohmic on–state compared to
Potember et al. [14]. Furthermore, the switching speed of their devices is reported to
be very low (≈ 2.5ms). The proposed explanation for the switching effect is based
on studies by Iwasa et al. on the negative resistance effect in CT complexes [91, 92].
The electric field assisted dissociation of charged defects in the contact region between
Cu:TCNQ and Al and the succeeding multiplication of the charge carriers is suggested
to be responsible for the effect. The switching speed should therefore be depend on
the response of the charge carriers. Other groups proposed that a thin interfacial layer
with a large dielectric constant is formed between the electrode and the organic [81, 93].
Therefore, a high built-in field is supposed to be formed between the electrode and
the Cu:TCNQ layer. This field reportedly controls the partial charge transfer between
donor and acceptor and thus the phase transition described earlier.
Some of these introduced approaches are discussed in more detail in section 5
regarding their plausibility in light of new results obtained within this thesis.
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3 Device Preparation
The main aim of this thesis, as described in section 1.3 is to improve the physical
understanding of the resistive switching effect in Cu:TCNQ thin films. This task can
be broken down into subtasks, which are displayed in the flow–chart in Fig. 1.1. The
upper parts of this schematic regarding the preparation, namely:
• Design and construction of a high vacuum chamber (3.2)
• Development of thermal evaporation processes for the deposition of Cu:TCNQ
thin films (3.3)
are reported in this chapter.
3.1 Choice of the Deposition Method
There are numerous methods (e.g. MOCVD, ALD, e-Beam, Sputtering, CSD, etc.)
known for the deposition of thin films. The selection of the process type is essential
for quality and properties (e.g. thickness, structure, etc.) of the deposited film. The
choice of the method has to reflect the physical and chemical properties of the material
and the substrate. In addition, it is always wise to consider costs and feasibility of the
deposition method regarding industrial utilization in application oriented research.
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The deposition of Cu:TCNQ thin films so far has been realized with two different
methods. As described in section 2.3.2, these methods are CSD and PVD. Preparation
by CSD was carried out on some control samples in the scope of this study. First,
the Cu bottom electrode was cleaned and the oxide layer was removed with acetic
acid (CH3COOH). The activated Cu surface was then immediately dipped into a
solution of acetonitrile (CH3CN), which had been saturated with neutral TCNQ
0.
Since the CT complex, which is formed by the direct oxidation reaction described
in Eq. 2.1, is insoluble in CH3CN, unlike TCNQ
0, it is possible to grow a highly
microcrystalline Cu:TCNQ salt directly on the Cu electrode. A typical resulting layer
is shown in Fig. 2.11 (a). These experiments confirmed the results published in the
literature [14, 74, 93] that thickness, reproducibility, and surface roughness are hard to
control with the CSD process.
The second method is a PVD process. A thermal evaporation process is favorable
for the deposition of organic materials due to the moderate complexity (compared
to e.g. MOCVD) and relative gentle approach (compared to e.g. sputter processes).
Furthermore, different studies showed [59, 81], that the PVD deposition of Cu:TCNQ
thin films allows for a better control of thickness and reproducibility. Because of these
data, it was decided to pursue the PVD method for the device fabrication. In order
to do this, it was necessary to design and construct a vacuum evaporation chamber
with two independent evaporation sources, one for Cu and other electrode metals,
and one for the organic material (TCNQ). This allows for both, the subsequent in–situ
deposition of a copper electrode and a TCNQ layer, and a simultaneous evaporation
of both materials together. As additional features, a control of the evaporation rates
and a possible heating/cooling of the substrate holder were specified. Using these
tools, it was possible to develop two different PVD routes, a standard successive
route, where TCNQ is deposited on top of a Cu layer with subsequent annealing step,
and a simultaneous route, where Cu and TCNQ are co–evaporated at a ratio of 1:1.
The empirical and anticipated properties, which were taken into account during the
decision making process for the two PVD and the CSD methods, are summarized
in Table 3.1. A detailed description of the successive and simultaneous evaporation
processes is given later in this chapter (section 3.3).
3.1.1 Basic Principles of Vacuum Evaporation
Evaporation processes are typically carried out under vacuum, although an evapora-
tion under atmospheric conditions would be possible for many materials. The reasons
for this are manifold. Some elements and impurities of the air have detrimental effects
on the substrate and the material. In particular, these are oxygen (oxidation of elements,
e.g. Cu), hydrocarbons, sulfur, and chlorine compounds.
In addition, evaporation processes are depending, among other things, strongly on
the ambient pressure. This is due to the fact, that all liquids and solids have a tendency
to evaporate to a gaseous form, and all gases have a tendency to condense back into
their original form. For any given material there is a temperature depending pressure
at which the gas of that substance is in dynamic equilibrium with its liquid or solid
forms. The equilibrium vapor pressure is an indication of the material´s evaporation
rate and relates to the tendency of molecules and atoms to escape from its original
form. The vapor pressure of any substance increases non-linearly with temperature
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CSD
PVD
successive simultaneous
cleaned Cu surface dipped thermal evaporation of
short into CH3CN solution TCNQ on Cu surface with thermal co–evaporation
process saturated with TCNQ; subsequent thermally of Cu and TCNQ on any
description spontaneous electrolysis triggered diffusion electrode material
(corrosion reaction) + redox reaction
straight forward process, difficult control
complexity, low reproducibility, easy to adapt, of evaporation ratio,
reproducibility difficult thickness good reproducibility reproducibility depending
control on the ratio
columnar structure
structure large crystallites of nanowires better homogeneity,
of resulting randomly stacked, perpendicular to uniform layer,
Cu:TCNQ layer very rough surface the substrate, smoother surface
very rough surface
Table 3.1: Comparison of deposition methods for Cu:TCNQ. Empirical and anticipated param-
eters for thin film preparation.
according to the Clausius-Clapeyron relation:
dP
dT
=
L
T∆V
(3.1)
where dP/dT is the slope of the coexistence curve, L is the latent heat, T is the tem-
perature, and ∆V is the volume change of the phase transition. The equilibrium vapor
pressure can be defined as the pressure reached, when a condensed phase is in equi-
librium with its own vapor. In the case of an equilibrium solid, such as a crystal (e.g.
TCNQ), this can be defined as the pressure when the rate of sublimation of a solid
matches the rate of deposition of its vapor phase. For most solids this pressure is very
low. Therefore, either the temperature of the material has to be increased consider-
ably or the ambient pressure has to be decreased dramatically in order to allow the
vapor pressure to become sufficient to overcome the ambient pressure. Since TCNQ
molecules decompose at temperatures above 300 °C (as shown by Liu et al. [78]), low
pressures during the evaporation process are necessary in order to reach reasonable
deposition rates.
Furthermore, the ratio between the amount of evaporated to deposited material
decreases with increasing pressure. This is due to the fact that the evaporated particles
loose the directional characteristic of their movement after an average of four collision
with other particles (e.g. residual gases). Ideally, the evaporated particles reach the sub-
strate unobstructed. This means, that the mean free path λ should be large compared
to the distance between the evaporation source and the substrate. In kinetic theory, the
mean free path of a particle, such as a molecule, is the average distance the particle
travels between collisions with other moving particles. Given, that the velocities of the
residual gas particles follow statistical movements, a Maxwell distribution of velocities
can be assumed. Therefore, the following relationship applies for the calculation of the
mean free path:
λ =
kBT√
2prπd2
(3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Mean free path λ as function of pressure. The graph is calculated with Eq. 3.2 for
Cu atoms in air (empirical values used from [94]) at 20 °C. The operating pressure
area of the designed vacuum chamber is highlighted in grey.
where T is the temperature, pr is the residual pressure, and d is the diameter of the
particle [94]. Approximated values for λ can be calculated using this equation. The
mean free path for Cu atoms in air at room temperature (20 °C) is shown as a function of
pressure in Fig. 3.1. The operating pressure of the evaporating vacuum chamber, which
will be discussed later in section 3.2.2, is in the range of 8× 10−6 mbar to 7× 10−5 mbar.
Therefore, the mean free path can be approximated to λ ≈ 1− 10m. Considering that
the distance between the thermal evaporation sources and the substrate is roughly
35 cm, as discussed later in section 3.2.3, these values theoretically allow for a decent
condensation rate.
Another relevant parameter is the ratio between the number of residual gasmolecules
and evaporated molecules at the substrate surface [95]. This is important due to the
fact, that residual gas molecules can be adsorbed at the substrate surface and remain
there a certain amount of time until desorption. An equilibrium between adsorp-
tion and desorption is established at constant pressures. These temporarily adsorbed
residual gas particles can interfere with the condensation of the evaporated material.
Considering this parameter, a low pressure in the evaporation chamber is increasing
the purity and quality of the deposited thin film.
3.2 Design and Construction of the Evaporation
Chamber
All the basic principles and parameters regarding evaporation processes mentioned in
the previous section (3.1.1) were taken into account for the design of the evaporation
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chamber. Therefore, it was decided to construct a high vacuum system with two inde-
pendent thermal evaporation sources, one for Cu and other electrode metals and one
for the organic material (TCNQ). These sources were designed to be operated simul-
taneously or separately, controlled by a shutter system. A control of the evaporation
rates was made possible by the use of a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) measuring
unit. In the following section, the different parts of the system are explained in detail.
3.2.1 Setup of the Vacuum Chamber
The main part of the evaporation system is the actual vacuum chamber. This chamber
is bell–shaped and made of glass–bead–blasted, vacuum suitable stainless steel with a
volume of 80 l. The bell has a diameter of 400mm and a height of 500mm. There are no
ports mounted on the chamber besides a DN100 ISO–K viewport used to observe the
processes. The bell is connected to an aluminum framework via a ball socket guidance,
and can therefore be lifted by a cable winch as shown in Fig. 3.2. Due to this setup,
the vacuum chamber can be opened and closed accurately and without back and forth
swinging in order to change the substrates and/or refill the evaporation sources.
The correspondent vacuum chamber base plate is made of massive stainless steel
with a diameter of 550mm and a thickness of 22mm. The connection to the vacuum
bell is sealed by a Viton O–ring with a diameter of 400mm. The own weight of the bell
is sufficient to seal off the vacuum chamber at the beginning of the pump process.
The base plate has one central DN100 ISO–K flange, which is used to connect the
pumping system, and eight additional DN40 CF ports for the connection of electrical
feedthrough, shutters, etc. These ports are evenly aligned around the center port as
shown in Fig. 3.3. Attached to this flanges are different pieces of equipment using
partly reducer crosses and T–elements. The connections are listed in detail in Table 3.2,
and a more detailed description of the elements is given later.
The base plate is mounted on the work plate as shown in Fig. 3.2. This work plate
serves as protection of the below mounted devices (e.g. pumping system, electrical
feedthroughs, etc.) from damage, and as a working space. It is integrated in the
above mentioned aluminum framework, which is made of Item™ profiles. Overall,
the evaporation system is build in a frame with the dimensions of 2m (height), 1.27m
(width), and 1m (depth). This framework is installed on wheels. Since the control and
measuring equipment is mounted in a movable 19 inch measuring cabinet (for details
see section 3.2.4), the whole evaporation system is easily portable.
3.2.2 Generation of the Vacuum Pressure
High vacuum conditions are necessary in order to obtain high evaporation rates
at good qualities, as described in section 3.1.1. Therefore, the utilization of a two–
stage pumping system was essential in the construction of the evaporation system.
Momentum transfer pumps in conjunction with one or two positive displacement
pumps are the most common configuration used to achieve high vacuums [96]. In this
configuration, the positive displacement pump serves two purposes. To begin with, it
obtains a rough vacuum in the vessel being evacuated, before the momentum transfer
pump can be used to obtain the high vacuum, since momentum transfer pumps cannot
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Figure 3.2: Overview setup vacuum chamber.
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Figure 3.3: Overview vacuum chamber base plate. The diameter of the base plate is 550mm.
The connection to the vacuum bell is sealed by a Viton O–ring with a diameter of
400mm. The use of the individual base ports is described in Table 3.2.
start pumping at atmospheric pressures. Secondly, the positive displacement pump
backs up themomentum transfer pump by evacuating to low vacuum the accumulation
of displaced molecules in the high vacuum pump.
Rotary Vane Pump
For the construction of this evaporation chamber, a Varian SD 300 dual–stage rotary
vane mechanical vacuum pump was chosen as the positive displacement pump. A
rotary vane pump is build–up of vanes mounted to a rotor that rotates inside of a cavity.
This can be explained exemplary with the most simple vane pump, which is a circular
rotor rotating inside of a larger circular cavity. Essential is an offset of the centers
of these two circles, which causes eccentricity. The vanes are allowed to slide into
and out of the rotor and seal on all edges, creating vane chambers that do the actual
pumping work. On the intake side of the pump, the vane chambers are increasing in
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Port Type Occupation
A DN40 CF shutter control for substrate (3.2.3)
B DN40 CF shutter control for source one (metal evaporation) (3.2.3)
C DN40 CF
feedthrough for Eurotherm temperature measurement units
for evaporation sources one and two, and substrate holder (3.2.4)
+ electrical feedthrough for the heating unit of the substrate holder (3.2.3)
+ needle valve
D DN40 CF
high current electrical feedthrough for
thermal evaporation sources one and two (3.2.3)
E DN40 CF
feedthrough for the cooling water of the base plate setup (3.2.3)
+ integration of the vacuum measuring units (3.2.2)
F DN40 CF
electrical and cooling water feedthrough
of the QCM thin film thickness system (3.2.4)
G DN40 CF feedthrough for the cooling water of the substrate holder (3.2.3)
H DN40 CF shutter control for source two (TCNQ evaporation) (3.2.3)
P DN100 ISO–K vacuum pumping system (3.2.2)
Table 3.2: Occupation of base plate ports. Ports are labeled according to the base plate schematic
shown in Fig. 3.3.
volume. These increasing volume vane chambers are filled with fluid forced in by the
inlet pressure which normally is nothing more than the atmospheric pressure. On the
discharge side of the pump, the vane chambers are decreasing in volume, forcing fluid
out of the pump. The action of the vane drives out the same volume of fluid with each
rotation.
In this case, the two–stage rotary vane vacuum pump can attain pressure differences
of up to 105. Considering the atmospheric pressure of 1× 10+3mbar, the fore–vacuum
reached by this pump is as low as 1× 10−2mbar. The rotary vane pump is mounted
on the vibration isolated aluminum plate at the lowest level of the system framework
as shown in Fig. 3.2.
Turbomolecular Pump
The second stage of the vacuum system consists of a momentum transfer pump. In this
type of pumps, gas molecules are accelerated from the vacuum side to the exhaust side,
which is maintained at a reduced pressure by the above described rotary vane pump.
The continuous use of a momentum transfer pump is only possible below pressures of
approximately 1mbar due to the pressure depending matter flow based on the laws
of fluid dynamics. At pressures close to atmospheric conditions and mild vacuums,
molecules are strongly interacting with each other and push on their neighboring
molecules in what is known as viscous flow. At lower pressures the distance between
the molecules increases, and the molecules are then interacting more often with the
walls of the chamber than with other molecules. In this area, molecular pumping
becomes more effective than positive displacement pumping. This regime is generally
called high vacuum.
Molecular pumps generally sweep out a larger area than mechanical pumps, and do
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so more frequently, making them capable of much higher pumping speeds. However,
there is no seal between the vacuum and the exhaust side. This means, that a small
pressure at the exhaust can easily cause a backstreaming of matter through the pump.
In high vacuum however, pressure gradients have little effect on fluid flows, and
molecular pumps can attain their full potential [96].
For the construction of this evaporation chamber, an Alcatel 5150 turbomolecular
pump was chosen as the momentum transfer pump. A turbomolecular pump uses
high speed fans to blow out gas molecules that diffuse into the pump by imparting
momentum to the gas molecules. These pumps will stall and fail to pump if exhausted
directly to atmospheric pressure, therefore they must be exhausted to a lower grade
vacuum created, in this case, by a rotary vane pump. The Alcatel 5150 has a theoretical
pumping speed of 140 l/s versus N2 and a compression of 7× 108 . The nominal
rotation speed of this turbomolecular pump is 27 000 rpm.
It is advisable to use only the rotary vane pump at the beginning of the evacuation
process until a pressure of at least 1× 10−1mbar is reached. This is due to the relatively
large volume of the designed vacuum chamber and a possible degradation of the
turbomolecular pump by usage at higher pressures. The Alcatel 5150 is mounted
directly to the central DN100 ISO–K port of the base plate as shown in Fig. 3.2. With
the described vacuum pump configuration, the operating pressure of the evaporation
chamber is roughly 3× 10−5mbar as indicated in Fig. 3.1.
Pressure Measurement
The knowledge of the pressure in the vacuum chamber is important for the process
control. A combined measuring unit for a wide range of pressures is necessary for the
constructed vacuum chamber. During the evacuation process, the pressure decreases
from atmospheric conditions to high vacuum. In the present case, the vacuum mea-
suring system Alcatel CFA 212 was installed. This system consists of a control unit, a
Pirani gauge (for atmospheric conditions to medium vacuum), and a Penning gauge
(for high vacuum). Furthermore, a second, independent Penning gauge (an Edwards
Penning 8) is installed as a backup and control unit.
A Pirani gauge is based on the fact, that a heated metal filament suspended in a
gas will lose heat to the gas as its molecules collide with the wire removing heat and
accelerating in the process [97]. This process is pressure dependent because the number
of molecules present will fall proportionately with decreasing pressure. Therefore, the
wire will rise in temperature due to the reduced cooling effect. Since the electrical
resistance of a wire varies with its temperature, the pressure of the gas surrounding
the wire can be determined by the measurement of this value. A Pirani gauge can be
used for pressure measurement in the range between 1× 10+3mbar to 1× 10−3mbar.
A Penning gauge is a cold cathode ionization gauge. The working principle is based
on the measurement of the amount of electrical ions produced, when the residual gas
is bombarded with electrons [97]. The electrons, created by a high voltage electrical
discharge (up to 4 kV), travel through the gauge and ionize gas molecules around them.
The generated ions are collected at the anode. The resulting current depends on the
number of ions, which in turn depends on the pressure in the gauge. Such gauges
cannot operate if the ions generated by the cathode recombine before reaching the
anodes. This happens, if the mean-free path of the gas within the gauge is smaller
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Figure 3.4: Schematic overview of the interiors of the vacuum chamber.
than the dimensions of the gauge. Then, the electrode current will essentially van-
ish. Therefore, Penning gauges are limited to operations below a pressure of roughly
1× 10−3mbar. In general, ionization gauges are sensitive to construction geometry,
chemical composition of gases being measured, corrosion, and surface deposits. There-
fore, a certain imprecision must be bore in mind, when using the measured pressures
in the evaporation chamber.
3.2.3 Tooling of the Evaporation Chamber
The interior of the evaporation chamber was designed according to the requirements
of the processes. A schematic drawing of the main components is shown in Fig. 3.4.
A circular disc is mounted on top of the central DN100 ISO–K port. This installation
aims at two purposes, the protection of the turbomolecular pump mounted directly
to this port and the shielding of the evaporation sources. This disc can be cooled
using a cooling water flow. This is necessary, due to the large heat dissipation of the
evaporation sources, especially the metal one.
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Thermal Evaporation Sources
Two independent evaporation sources are essential for the implementation of an
evaporation process, where the organic compound TCNQ and the metallic donor Cu
are deposited simultaneously. In order to minimize inhomogeneities in the relation
of material quantities due to geometrical reasons, both sources should be placed as
close to each other as possible. In this case, this was implemented by the use of the
water cooled stainless steel disc with a solid screen between both sources as shown
in Fig. 3.4. This design allowed for a minimum distance of ≈ 6 cm between the two
sources, without interference between them.
In addition, the distance between the sources and the substrate should be large
enough, so that both compounds can mix sufficiently. Furthermore, the distance is
also important for a homogeneous thickness distribution on the substrate. These facts
together with the necessity of taking into account the mean free path, as described
earlier in section 3.1.1, results in a trade–off situation. Due to the working pressure
of roughly 3× 10−5mbar the mean free path can be estimated by ≈ 3m as shown in
Fig. 3.1. Here, the distance between the sources and the substrate was set to 35 cm,
which fulfills both requirements.
The actual sources use electrical resistance heaters in order to thermally evaporate
the materials. In the case of source one, which is used mainly for Cu and other metals,
evaporation boats made of thin tungsten sheets are used. Due to the high melting point
of tungsten, these boats can be used up to temperatures of 1800 °C. In order to reach
this temperature area, an electrical power of 260W is necessary. Because of the low
resistance of the tungsten boat of 26mΩ at high temperatures, currents of up to 100A
are necessary. Therefore, two programmable DC power sources of the type Genesys
GEN 6–100 are used for the supply of the two evaporation sources. These can provide
a current of 100A at a maximum voltage of 6V. The connection between the power
supplies and the evaporation sources is carried out by massive Cu cables using high
current, high vacuum feedthroughs.
In the case of source two, which is used for the organic material TCNQ, evaporation
boats made of thin molybdenum sheets are used. During some first test evaporations
it could be observed, that TCNQ has a strong tendency to bounce during the heating
process. Therefore, molybdenum boats with a top cover with multiple small circular
openings were used. With these boats, the problem of material loss during the heating
process could be evaded up to high evaporation rates.
The temperature is measured for both sources using thermocouples. In case of source
two, a simple type K coated thermocouple is sufficient due to the low temperatures
(< 300 °C) used for the evaporation of TCNQ. In contrast, a type S thermocouple
(Pt-10% Rh versus Pt) is necessary for source one, because of the high temperatures
(> 1200 °C) used for metal evaporation. The thermocouples are connected to two
Eurotherm 2408 high stability temperature and process controllers. These are in turn
connected to the power sources. More details on the control and regulation of the
processes are described in section 3.2.4.
In addition, both evaporation sources can be opened and closed individually by
different, manually operated shutters as shown in Fig. 3.4. This prevents a premature
deposition of material during the heating, and a better control during the processes.
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Material Bulk Density Z–ratio Melting Point Thermal Decomposition
Cu 8.93
g
cm3
0.437 1084.4 °C –
TCNQ 1.36
g
cm3
1 – 300 °C
Table 3.3: QCM parameters for Cu and TCNQ.
Substrate Holder
The sample preparation can be carried out on different types of substrates. Given
that the evaporation sources are positioned at the bottom of the chamber, facing up as
shown in Fig. 3.4, the substrates must be clamped upside down to the substrate holder.
For these purposes, different stainless steel plates were prepared. Three plates are
made for 1 by 1 inch substrate pieces (for one, two or four pieces) and one for smaller
pieces (1 by 1 cm). The respective plate is attached to the substrate holder using two
clamps.
The actual substrate holder possesses an electrical resistance heating, which is imple-
mented by electrically isolated metallic wires inserted into boreholes in the massive
substrate holder. This electric heating is powered by a Heinzinger LNG 175–3 supply
unit with a maximum electrical power of 150W (3A at 50V). With this setup, the
heating system can reach temperatures of up to 400 °C in a high vacuum environment.
The power supply is connected to an Eurotherm 2408 controller, which uses a type K
coated thermocouple for the temperature measurement of the substrate holder.
In addition, the substrate holder also possesses a cooling system in addition to the
heating setup. A layer with an integrated, meander–shaped piping system is mounted
on top of the heater layer, so that a thermal coupling is ensured. The piping system, in
this case, is connected to a water supply with a maximum flow–rate of 2 l/min. In this
configuration, the substrate heater can be cooled down to ≈ 10 °C within a short time
(≈ 20 s). The cooling system is also prepared for the use of liquid nitrogen as coolant,
however this option was not used during this study.
Furthermore, the attached substrate can be shielded from the evaporation sources by
an additional, manually operated shutter as shown in Fig. 3.4. This allows the setting
and regulation of the evaporation rates of the sources prior to the actual deposition
process, without contamination of the substrate.
The QCM Sensor
The quartz crystal of the QCMmonitoring unit is positioned adjacent and below the
substrate shutter as shown in Fig. 3.4. In order to compensate for the shifted location
relatively to the evaporation sources – substrate plain, the sensor is tilted slightly
towards the vapor beam. The installed QCM monitoring system, in this case, is a
XTC model from the vendor Inficon. The relevant parameters for the evaporation
of Cu and TCNQ used for the QCM monitor are summarized in Table 3.3. Control
measurements of the resulting thicknesse by SEM were used to calibrate the results of
the QCM system.
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3.2.4 Control and Regulation of the System
The installed components of the evaporation chamber posses several systems dedicated
to measurement, control, and monitoring of the relevant parameters as described in
the previous sections. The corresponding displays and operating controls are mounted
in a 19 inch rack. A front view of this cabinet is shown in Fig. 3.5.
In addition to these automated devices, there are several manually operated controls.
One group of these devices are the rotary feedthroughs of the shutters. The arrange-
ment of these elements is shown in Fig. 3.6. For easy access they are located on the
front side of the area underneath the base plate of the chamber. Furthermore, the flow
rates of the different cooling systems (QCM sensor (3.2.3), substrate holder (3.2.3), and
base plate setup (3.2.3)) are controlled manually. The valves are mounted on the left
side of the evaporation system as shown in Fig. 3.7.
The application as a fully automated evaporation system is not possible due to the
above mentioned manually operated controllers. However, due to the experimental
nature of the carried out processes, this was not detrimental. On the contrary, given the
multitude of parameters influencing the properties of the deposited thin films, the fast
and straightforward manual control allowed for a greater flexibility. In the following,
the individual partial control cycles implemented in the system setup are explained.
In spite of the various parameters, which have more or less pronounced effects
on the deposition process, this work was focused on the influence of the source and
substrate temperatures. Hence, other parameters, like the working pressure, were
tried to be kept constant during the evaporation processes. The temperature of the
resistance heated devices (evaporation sources one & two, and substrate holder) is
measured by thermocouples. Each thermocouple is connected to an Eurotherm 2408
programmable temperature and process proportional–integral–derivative (PID) con-
troller. The respective controller in turn is set to use the input of the thermocouple (the
source or respectively the substrate holder temperature) as the process variable (PV) of
the input–output control loop. The desired temperature, which is established by the
user is called the setpoint. The difference between the measurement and the setpoint is
the error, too hot or too cold and by how much. The output from the controller and
input to the process (the power supplies) is called the manipulated variable (MV). In
this case, the respectively Eurotherm 2408 outputs an analog signal between 0 and
10V, which is used as input for the corresponding power supply. It is important to
correctly adjust such a controller, in order to avoid either overshooting or delaying
of the PV. The correct gains for the PID controllers were determined by test sweeps
of the temperature range for the connected resistance heater – thermocouple systems.
Therefore, the temperatures of the resistance heated devices are set by inputing them
to the Eurotherm 2408 controllers, which will home in on these values controlling the
current output of the power supplies.
All recordable parameters and measurement values can be logged in ASCII files
using a personal computer (PC). For these purposes, the Eurotherm 2408 controllers
are connected to the PC via RS–232 interfaces. The Alcatel 212 pressure measurement
system and the Inficon XTC QCM device are connected using a 8 channel, 12 bit, CIO–
AD08 analog–digital controller card from the vendor Measurement Computing. A
Labview program was written, which can display and store the relevant values during
the deposition processes. The measurement, control, and regulator circuits of the
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Temperature and Process
Controller (Eurotherm 2408):
  Substrate Holder
  Source Two (TCNQ)
  Source One (Metall)
Pressure Measurement:
  High Vacuum (Edwards Penning 8)
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  Fuses
Figure 3.5: Control Elements of the vacuum chamber. Front view of the measurement cabinet.
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Control Feedthroughs:
  Source Two (TCNQ)
  Substrate
  Source One (Metal)
Figure 3.6: Manual shutter controls. Front view of the feedthroughs.
Cooling Water Valves
(max. Flow):
  QCM Sensor (0.5 l/min)
  Substrate Holder (2 l/min)
  Base Plate Setup (2 l/min)
Figure 3.7: Control of the cooling water flow. Valves and maximum flow rate.
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evaporation chamber and especially the connections to the PC are shown schematically
in Fig. 3.8.
Cleaning of the Chamber
After some evaporation cycles, small amounts of TCNQ could be observed on most
parts of the chamber. Therefore, the inside walls of the vacuum bell are covered
by aluminum foil in order to avoid a deposition of material on the steel surface.
Furthermore, a cleaning of the chamber is necessary at regular intervals due to the
contamination with TCNQ and its decomposition products.
The regular cleaning process starts by the removing of the used aluminum foil.
Next, a rough cleaning with diluted hydrochloric acid is performed. Afterwards, both
sources are equipped with clean tungsten boats and the chamber is baked out using
the heat radiation of the sources and the substrate holder. The power of these thermal
sources is enough to heat up all parts of the chamber after some time (> 30min). The
temperatures in this case are high enough to evaporate the residual organic parts in the
chamber. Little by little, the turbomolecular pump then removes these particles from
the chamber. This process can be monitored using the QCM Sensor. After the bake out
process, the inside of the vacuum bell is covered in new aluminum foil.
3.3 Development of the Deposition Processes
Two different PVD processes have been developed taking into account the possibilities
and limitations of the evaporation chamber design described previously (3.2). In the
following section, these two different concepts of successive (3.3.1) and simultaneous
evaporation (3.3.3) are described in detail. In addition, the observed influence of an
annealing step is reported (3.3.2).
Preparation of the Substrates and the Vacuum Chamber
The deposition in the evaporation chamber was carried out on substrate wafer pieces
as described in section 3.2.3. These pieces, predominately 1 by 1 inch squares, were cut
from either 6 inch oxidized silicon wafers or glass substrates using a Disco DAD 320
automatic dicing saw. Primarily, oxidized silicon wafers with a thin (10 nm), sputter
deposited TiO2 adhesion layer were used. A detailed description of the device setups
is given in section 3.3.4.
Immediately before the use in the deposition process, the substrate pieces were
subjected to a standardized cleaning process, independent of their type. This process
can be broken down into the following steps:
• Cleaning in an ultrasonic bath of aceton (5min)
• Cleaning in an ultrasonic bath of isopropanol (5min)
• Drying with purged nitrogen
• Bake out on a hot plate at 400 °C (5min)
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the measurement and control circuits of the system.
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Aim of these cleaning steps was the removal of dust and other detrimental particles
adhering to the substrate surface.
Furthermore, a preparation of the vacuum chamber was necessary before the start
of the actual processes. First, the status of the quartz crystal was checked, and the
crystal, if necessary, replaced. In addition, this preparation included the replenishment
of the evaporation sources. The tungsten boat (source one) was filled with Cu rods
with a combined mass of ≈ 800mg. The molybdenum boat (source two) was filled
with ≈ 600mg of TCNQ in crystalline form. These relatively large quantities of the
two materials were observed to be critical in obtaining qualitatively good Cu:TCNQ
thin films, especially for the simultaneous evaporation process (details are given in
section 3.3.3). After refilling, both source shutters were closed. Finally, the substrate
pieces were mounted to the substrate holder using one of the previously described
plates (3.2.3). Then, the substrate shutter was closed and the vacuum bell lowered onto
the Viton O–ring in order to seal the vacuum chamber.
3.3.1 Successive Evaporation Route
The preparation of Cu:TCNQ by PVD processes was the method of choice in this study,
as described earlier (3.1). The first of the two developed PVD routes is composed of
the subsequent in–situ deposition of a copper and a TCNQ layer. This process is called
the successive evaporation route. Starting points for the establishment of this process
were the very brief descriptions of the sample preparation by vapor deposition in some
papers [59, 84, 93]. The principal process flow shown in Fig. 3.9 has emerged as ideal
for the given setup during numerous experimental deposition cycles.
First, the above mentioned preparation of the substrate pieces and the vacuum
chamber is carried out. After the chamber is sealed off, the Varian SD 300 dual–stage
rotary vane pump is activated and the vacuum measuring system Alcatel CFA 212
is switched on. After a few minutes, the pressure within the chamber should have
fallen below 1× 10−1mbar. Then, the Alcatel 5150 turbomolecular pump can be
switched on in order to reach high vacuum pressures. During this pump down
process, the substrate is baked out. For this, the Eurotherm 2408 which controls the
substrate holders power supply (Heinzinger LNG 175–3), and collects feedback from
the corresponding thermocouple, is set to a temperature of 200 °C. It is necessary, to
keep the substrate at least 10min at this temperature to ensure a largely water free
surface [95].
Meanwhile, the water flow for the cooling of the QCM sensor is turned on, and the
material parameters for Cu (as stated in Table 3.3) are entered into the QCM controller.
Furthermore, the source one (containing the Cu) is preheated to a temperature of
≈ 700 °C, and the source two (containing the TCNQ) to 100 °C, where in both cases
no significant evaporation takes place at high vacuum pressures. In order to avoid a
heating up of the base plate setup due to the thermal radiation, the water flow for the
cooling of this setup is opened.
By the time the pressure has reached values of approximately 5× 10−5mbar and the
bake out process is finished, the resistance heating of the substrate holder is switched
off and the cooling water flow for this component is turned on. The actual evaporation
can be started, when the temperature of the substrate holder has decreased to the
temperature of the cooling water (≈ 10 °C). Then, the shutter of the Cu evaporation
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Figure 3.9: Flow chart for the successive evaporation process.
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source is opened, and the temperature is increased using the coupled Eurotherm 2408
controller. The desired deposition rate is adjusted using the displayed values of the
QCM system and the temperature control. In the case of this study, a deposition rate of
10 A˚/s was used for the deposition of the Cu layer. If the desired rate is reached and
stable, the substrate shutter is opened and the Cu deposition on the sample begins. The
temperature of the tungsten boat was roughly 1100 °C for these settings, depending on
the shape and the amount of Cu left in the boat. This evaporation is continued until
the desired thickness is reached. Then, the substrate and source shutters are closed and
the temperature of the source one is decreased. In the case of this study, the Cu thin
films were 100 nm thick, which took roughly a deposition time of 100 s for the above
mentioned parameters. The temperature of the source one is kept at 500 °C during the
remaining process steps, in order to prevent a possible deposition of TCNQ on the Cu
source.
The deposition of the TCNQ layer is carried out analogous to the above described
deposition of the Cu layer. First, the parameters for TCNQ (as stated in Table 3.3) are
entered into the QCM controller. Then, the shutter of the TCNQ evaporation source is
opened. Once more, the deposition rate is set using the QCM sensor and the Eurotherm
controller of the source. Here, a deposition rate of 10 A˚/s was used for the TCNQ. If
the desired rate is reached and stable, the substrate shutter is opened and the TCNQ
deposition on the samples begins. The temperature of the molybdenum boat was
roughly 145 °C for this rate. By the time the desired TCNQ layer thickness is reached,
the substrate and source shutters are closed.
Next, the power supplies for both sources are switched off. Then, it is possible
to carry out the necessary annealing step for the formation of Cu:TCNQ under high
vacuum conditions using the heater of the substrate holder. Optionally, the annealing
step can be done later under atmospheric conditions using a hot plate. Detailed
informations on the annealing step are given in section 3.3.2.
The cooling water flow of all components is turned off and the substrate holder
is heated to room temperature. These steps are performed in order to avoid water
condensation during the venting of the chamber. After the cooling down of the sources
and the heating of the substrate, the vacuum pumps are switched off and the vacuum
chamber is vented. The vacuum bell is lifted using the cable winch, and the samples
are extracted from the substrate holder.
Successive Evaporation with a Seeding Layer
One of the different approaches, which were tested during the course of this study, was
the deposition of a thin seeding layer prior to the TCNQ deposition. The process was
similar to the above described up to the point, where the TCNQ evaporation starts.
However, the temperature of the TCNQ source was kept lower at around 140 °C, and
therefore the deposition rate was distinctively lower (≈ 2 A˚/s). Only a very thin TCNQ
layer (≈ 5 nm) was deposited. Afterwards, the process continued as explained before,
until after the annealing step (whether carried out in the chamber or on an external
hot plate). The remaining part of the TCNQ is then deposited on top of this Cu:TCNQ
seeding layer. The formation of the Cu:TCNQ layer is triggered by a final annealing
step.
However, the resulting Cu:TCNQ thin films prepared by the seeding layer method
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Series @ 100 °C Series @ 125 °C Series @ 150 °C
30 s 0 s (pure TCNQ) 5 s
45 s 15 s 10 s
60 s 30 s 20 s
75 s 45 s 30 s
Table 3.4: Annealing series parameters for successive deposited Cu:TCNQ.
exhibited no noticeable difference in structure, morphology, and electrical behavior,
when compared to samples prepared by the standard successive route. Therefore, this
approach was not further pursued.
3.3.2 The Annealing Process
The standard successive evaporation route is explained in the previous section (3.3.1).
However, this process initially results in a stacked structure of a TCNQ thin film
on top of a Cu layer. A transport of Cu atoms via diffusion into the TCNQ layer is
essential in the case of this layered structure of solids. Only then can the formation
of the CT complex Cu:TCNQ occur by the direct oxidation reaction described in
Eq. 2.1. While this corrosion reaction happens spontaneously using the electrolysis
technique [14, 74, 75], a supply of energy in the case of solids is necessary in order
to trigger the reaction. Potember et al. have shown that this reaction can be induced
optically (by laser beam) [83]. Others demonstrated that the reaction also can be
triggered by an electrical field [59].
In the case of this study, the diffusion as well as the oxidation reaction were acti-
vated by thermal heating. Exact parameters regarding the annealing process were not
available and had to be determined by some experimental series.
Three experimental series were conducted at different temperatures. For these pur-
poses, samples were prepared with a TCNQ thickness of 150 nm using the successive
evaporation route, as described in section 3.3.1. These samples were then annealed
on a hot plate under atmospheric conditions at three different temperatures. For each
temperature, four different durations were tried. The parameters of these experimental
series are summarized in Table 3.4.
The changes in the morphology of the thin films were examined by scanning electron
microscopy with a Zeiss DSM 982 GEMINI at an acceleration voltage of 3 kV. The
samples were broken and prepared with conductive silver for this analysis. In the
following, the development of the annealing process is shown exemplary on the 125 °C
series. In the case of pure TCNQ (0 s annealing), the layer displayed a yellowish–beige
color with a matt appearance. The corresponding SEM images of a side (a) and a top
view (b) are shown in Fig. 3.10. The TCNQ layer has a typical structure consisting of
a granular structure with grain sizes of ≈ 400 nm. A couple of grains at a time form
insular areas, which are separated only by slender rifts. These areas are separated from
each other by deep trenches.
After 15 s of annealing at 125 °C, no change of appearance was visible to the naked
eye. The corresponding SEM images of a side (a) and a top view (b) are shown in
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Figure 3.10: SEM images of the successive annealing series (0 s @ 125 °C). Side (a) and top
view (b) of the pure TCNQ layer (thickness 150 nm) on top of a Cu layer.
Fig. 3.11. Also, no structural changes compared to the pure TCNQ can be observed on
these images.
During the 30 s annealing step at 125 °C, a change of appearance could be observed.
The reflectivity of the sample gradually changed to a more glossy appearance. Fur-
thermore, the color transformed from the yellowish–beige starting point gradually to
gray and finally to a dark green. The corresponding SEM images of a side (a) and a
top view (b) are shown in Fig. 3.12. Numerous, needle shaped columns of Cu:TCNQ
can be observed in the side view (a), which are obviously grown out of the, still partly
intact, TCNQ layer. The grain like structure is still visible. The top view (b) reveals,
that the growth of those Cu:TCNQ needles is favored at/next to the trenches between
the TCNQ grains. The tips of the needles can be seen as the bright spots in the image.
This observation gives raise to the thought, that the diffusion of the Cu occurs not
uniformly, but takes place preferably at the grain boundaries.
During the 45 s annealing step at 125 °C, the change of appearance is even more
500 nm 2 µm
(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: SEM images of the successive annealing series (15 s @ 125 °C). Side (a) and top
view (b) of the partially annealed TCNQ layer (thickness 150 nm) on top of a Cu
layer.
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Figure 3.12: SEM images of the successive annealing series (30 s @ 125 °C). Side (a) and top
view (b) of the partially annealed TCNQ layer (thickness 150 nm) on top of a Cu
layer.
pronounced. In this case, the reflectivity of the sample gradually changed to a complete
glossy appearance, and the color is transformed to dark green. The corresponding SEM
images of a side (a) and a top view (b) are shown in Fig. 3.13. The formerly continuous
TCNQ layer is no longer existent. Instead, even more of the needle shaped columns
of Cu:TCNQ have been formed, as shown in the side view (a). These columns have a
diameter of ≈ 50 nm and a length of up to 400 nm. The top view (b) shows no longer a
grain like structure, but instead an evenly distribution of the Cu:TCNQ nanowires. It
can be concluded from these results, that the transformation of TCNQ to Cu:TCNQ is
completed entirely after 45 s of annealing at 125 °C.
The samples annealed at the lower temperature of 100 °C in contrast, exhibited only
a marginal transformation of TCNQ to Cu:TCNQ even after 75 s. The side view of this
sample is shown in Fig. 3.14 (a). Cu:TCNQ needles can be seen only very sporadic. For
shorter annealing times, no change at all compared to the pure TCNQ sample could be
observed.
2 µm
(a) (b)
500 nm
Figure 3.13: SEM images of the successive annealing series (45 s @ 125 °C). Side (a) and top
view (b) of the completely annealed TCNQ layer (thickness 150 nm) on top of a
Cu layer.
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Figure 3.14: SEM images of the successive annealing series @ 100 °C and 150 °C. Side view (a)
of a sample which was annealed for 75 s @ 100 °C, and side view (b) of sample
which was annealed for 10 s @ 150 °C.
The samples annealed at the highest temperature of 150 °C displayed a fast trans-
formation of TCNQ to Cu:TCNQ. Even for the shortest tested amount of time of 5 s,
the transformation was further completed as it was the case of the samples annealed
for 30 s @ 125 °C. The side view of a sample annealed for 10 s @ 150 °C is shown in
Fig. 3.14 (b). For longer annealing times, no additional change could be observed.
Therefore, it can be concluded, that no further morphological change occurs after the
columnar Cu:TCNQ growths in the studied temperatures range.
Additional experiments were conducted, in order to evaluate a possible influence of
the ambient conditions on the annealing process. Therefore, samples were annealed
in–situ using the substrate holder heater system and compared to the above presented
results of the ex–situ hot plate annealing process. No distinctive difference in the mor-
phology could be observed for both cases. A similar growth of Cu:TCNQ nanowires
could be observed as shown in Fig. 3.15. The annealing temperature was 125 °C while
the duration was longer, ≈ 5min in case (a), and ≈ 10min in case (b) due to the slow
heating rate of the substrate holder.
Further experiments were carried out, in which the influence of an increased sub-
strate temperature during the TCNQ deposition was studied. Thereby it showed, that
at elevated temperatures (> 110 °C) the deposition rate decreased due to an increasing
back–evaporation of TCNQ from the substrate. A SEM image of a sample which was
kept at a temperature of 115 °C during the deposition process is shown in Fig. 3.16 (a).
In this case the deposition rate was deliberately kept low at a rate of 3 A˚/s. This low
deposition rate in combination with the elevated substrate temperature resulted in
a more compact and denser Cu:TCNQ layer. However, there were still unreacted
TCNQ remains on the substrate. Therefore, an additional in–situ annealing step was
carried out after the deposition at a temperature of 125 °C for ≈ 10min as shown in
Fig. 3.16 (b). It showed, that the resulting Cu:TCNQ layer again displayed the typical
needle like structure, however less pronounced.
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Figure 3.15: SEM images of in–situ annealed samples of successive evaporated TCNQ layers.
Side view of a sample which was annealed in–situ at 125 °C for ≈ 5min (a), and
for ≈ 10min (b) .
3.3.3 Simultaneous Evaporation Route
The preparation of Cu:TCNQ by the above–described successive PVD route (3.3.1)
with a subsequent annealing step (3.3.2) resulted in very rough Cu:TCNQ layers, even
after detailed process optimizations. Furthermore, the nature of the successive process
requires the use of Cu as the bottom electrode. Therefore, a second PVD route was
developed in order to fabricate homogeneous and dense Cu:TCNQ thin films, which
can also be deposited on different electrode materials besides Cu. This process is
composed of the simultaneous in–situ deposition of Cu and TCNQ together. Both
compounds, the metallic donor Cu and the organic acceptor TCNQ, are mixed in the
gas phase prior to the deposition on the substrate as shown schematically in Fig. 3.17.
This process is called the simultaneous evaporation route and has been published
in [98].
2 µm
(a) (b)
500 nm 200 nm
Figure 3.16: SEM images of successive deposited samples at elevated temperatures. Side view of
a sample which was kept at 115 °C during deposition with a slow rate of 3 A˚/s (a).
Side view of a sample which was afterwards annealed in–situ for ≈ 10min
@ 125 °C, in order to ensure a complete transformation to Cu:TCNQ (b).
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Figure 3.17: Schematic of the gas phase mixing during the simultaneous process.
Starting point for the establishment of this process was the brief demonstration of
the feasibility of such a process by Oyamada et al. [81]. During numerous experimental
deposition cycles, the principal process flow shown in Fig. 3.18 has emerged as ideal
for the given setup.
The simultaneous evaporation process starts with the preparation of the substrate
pieces and the vacuum chamber as described in section 3.3. Next, the vacuum chamber
is evacuated and the substrate is baked out in order to ensure a largely water free
surface. Then, the evaporation sources are preheated, the QCM system is prepared,
and the cooling water supply for the base plate setup is switched on. These steps are
identical with the ones at the beginning of the successive evaporation process and are
described there (3.3.1) in more detail.
By the time the pressure has reached values of approximately 5× 10−5 mbar and
the bake out process is finished, the resistance heating of the substrate holder is set
to the desired process temperature. The necessary cool down is accelerated using
a temporary cooling water flow through the substrate holder. The temperature of
the source one is then momentary raised above the melting point of Cu (1084.4 °C).
This results in a stable Cu surface in the boat, which later on leads to a more constant
evaporation rate of Cu for low temperatures (below melting point). Then, the shutter
of the Cu evaporation source is opened, and the temperature is increased using the
coupled Eurotherm 2408 controller. The desired deposition rate is adjusted using the
displayed values of the QCM system and the temperature control. In the case of this
study, a deposition rate of 0.5 A˚/s was normally used for the co–deposition, and a rate
of 0.25 A˚/s for very thin layers. The temperature of the tungsten boat was roughly
950 °C for these settings, depending on the shape and the amount of Cu left in the boat.
If the desired rate is reached and stable, the shutter of this source is closed.
Next, the parameters for TCNQ (as stated in Table 3.3) are entered into the QCM
controller. Then, the shutter of the TCNQ evaporation source is opened. Again, the
deposition rate is set by using the QCM sensor and the Eurotherm controller of the
source. The necessary TCNQ deposition rate for a particle ratio of 1:1 for Cu:TCNQ
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Figure 3.18: Flow chart for the simultaneous evaporation process.
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can be calculated using the densities ρ and atomic, respectively molecular masses mu:
ρCu = 8.93
g
cm3
mgrams,Cu =
mu,Cu
NA
= 63.55
g
mol
⇒ ρCu
mgrams,Cu
= 6.66× 10−3 mol
cm3
ρTCNQ = 1.36
g
cm3
mgrams,TCNQ =
mu,TCNQ
NA
= 204.19
g
mol
⇒ ρTCNQ
mgrams,TCNQ
= 0.1405
mol
cm3
Using these molecular volumes, the ratio for the deposition rates of the two compounds
can be calculated.
deposition rate TCNQ
deposition rate Cu
= 21.1 (3.3)
Therefore, a TCNQ deposition rate of 10.5 A˚/s is necessary for a Cu rate of 0.5 A˚/s,
and a TCNQ rate 5.3 A˚/s for the lower Cu rate (0.25 A˚/s) for very thin films.
The temperature of the molybdenum boat was roughly 145 °C for this rate. The
experiments demonstrated, that the TCNQ deposition rate was more stable if the
temperature of the TCNQ source was beforehand increased to at least 160 °C. This
results in a conglomeration of the TCNQ salt crystals, and therefore to a more constant
surface from which the evaporation takes place.
If the desired rate is reached and stable, the source two shutter is closed and the Cu
evaporation rate is verified. If the Cu rate is still constant at the appropriate value,
both source shutters are opened, otherwise the temperature of the source one must
be adjusted. After a few seconds, the substrate shutter is opened and the deposition
begins at a combined rate of 14 A˚/s. The deposition is continued until the desired
thickness is reached or the evaporation rate becomes unstable. In the latter case, the
substrate shutter is closed and both sources are adjusted in their temperatures and
rates individually, before the deposition process is continued.
By the time the desired Cu:TCNQ layer thickness is reached, the substrate and source
shutters are closed. Next, the power supplies for both sources are switched off. The
cooling water flow of all components is turned off. This step is performed in order to
avoid water condensation during the venting of the chamber. After the cooling down
of the sources and the substrate, the vacuum pumps are switched off and the vacuum
chamber is vented. The vacuum bell is lifted using the cable winch, and the samples
are extracted from the substrate holder.
Evaporation Rate Conversion
In the above–described simultaneous evaporation process, it is necessary to measure
the alternating evaporation rates of Cu and TCNQ during the adjustment. Since there
is only one QCM system installed in the vacuum chamber, the parameters must be
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Temperature 15 °C 50 °C 75 °C 100 °C 125 °C
Thickness 90 nm 91nm 93nm 71nm 61nm
Table 3.5: Substrate temperature series for the simultaneous deposition. Studied temperature
range and the resulting thicknesses measured by SEM.
changed accordingly. These additional, time consuming steps can be avoided by using
the possible conversion of the parameters. The deposition rate rdep can be calculated
using Eq. 3.4, where d represents the thickness of the layer, respectively the quartz
crystal.
rdep =
d
dt
dlayer = dQC
ρQC
ρlayer
d
dt
∆ f
fQC
(3.4)
This equation can be transformed and simplified to a term, which linearly relates the
deposition rates with the quotient of the densities as a constant factor:
rdep,ρ1
rdep,ρ2
=
ρ2
ρ1
⇔ rdep,ρ2 = ρ1ρ2 rdep,ρ1 (3.5)
With this relation it is possible to convert a deposition rate to a different density value.
In this case, the evaporation of Cu with a density of ρCu = 8.93 g/cm
3, while using the
parameters of TCNQ in the QCM system (ρTCNQ = 1.36 g/cm
3), results in a conversion
factor of 6.57. Therefore, a Cu evaporation rate of 0.5 A˚/s for example would be equal
to a displayed rate of 3.3 A˚/s for TCNQ parameters.
Influence of the Substrate Temperature on the Simultaneous Process
In contrast to the successive evaporation route, an additional annealing step was found
to be unnecessary in the case of the simultaneous process. The resulting layer already
consists of the CT complex Cu:TCNQ as it is being deposited. This is shown in detail
in section 4.1.1.
However, a possible influence of the substrate temperature during deposition on
the layer morphology was studied. For these purposes, a substrate temperature series
was prepared using the simultaneous route. Five different temperatures were tested,
15 °C, 50 °C, 75 °C, 100 °C, and 125 °C. According to the QCM system, the thickness
of Cu:TCNQ was the same on all samples. However, as already mentioned earlier in
section 3.3.2, a decrease of the deposition rate can be observed with increasing substrate
temperature as shown in Table 3.5.
The changes in themorphology of the resulting thin filmswere examined by scanning
electron microscopy. The study showed, that the influence of the substrate temperature
within the examined range in general was small. Two examples of resulting Cu:TCNQ
layers are shown in Fig. 3.19. These thin films are considerably more densely packed
and uniform with a greatly reduced surface roughness independent of the substrate
temperature, compared to successive deposited films. The Cu:TCNQ layers prepared
at a substrate temperature of 75 °C and 100 °C (Fig. 3.19 (b)) displayed a somewhat
better quality than the ones deposited at the lower temperatures of 15 °C (Fig. 3.19 (a))
and 50 °C. At even higher temperatures (125 °C), the quality deteriorated.
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Figure 3.19: SEM images of simultaneous deposited samples. Side view of a sample which was
kept at a substrate temperature of 15 °C (a), and one kept at 100 °C (b) during the
deposition process.
Thickness Series of Simultaneous Evaporated Cu:TCNQ
A thickness series of Cu:TCNQ thin films was prepared using the simultaneous evapo-
ration process described above. This was done in order to determine the minimum
possible thickness at which the layer was still cohesive. The morphology and thickness
of the Cu:TCNQ layers were observed by SEM.
Densely packed and uniform Cu:TCNQ layers without visible holes or trenches
could be achieved down to a thickness of 25 nm. SEM images of the side views of
Cu:TCNQ thin films with thicknesses between 25 nm and 138 nm are shown in Fig. 3.20.
In this range, they display comparable morphologies and characteristics, independent
of their thickness.
3.3.4 Device Setup
The completed devices, which were used for the electrical and physical characterization
can be described as simple, capacitor like structures. The sample setup consists of
a continuous bottom electrode, a continuous Cu:TCNQ layer, and a pad size top
electrode.
Most of the substrates used for the sample preparation in the course of this thesis,
were oxidized silicon wafer pieces with the dimensions of 1 by 1 inch. Some comparison
samples were prepared on glass substrates. The pieces were cut from either 6 inch
silicon wafers or glass substrates using a Disco DAD 320 automatic dicing saw. Before
the dicing process, the surface of the silicon wafers were oxidized using a diffusion
furnace system. This process resulted in a 450 nm SiO2 layer. A 10 nm thin Ti layer was
sputtered on top of this film. The Ti was then oxidized to TiO2 and was used as an
adhesion layer for the bottom electrode.
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Figure 3.20: SEM images of thickness series of simultaneous deposited samples. Side views
of Cu:TCNQ layers with a thickness of (a) 23 nm, (b) 54 nm, (c) 71 nm, and
(d) 138 nm.
Successive Evaporation Process
In case of the successive evaporation process, the bottom electrodematerial has to be Cu,
as described in section 3.3.1. Therefore, a continuous Cu layer was in–situ, thermally
deposited with a typical thickness of 100 nm. In some cases, ex–situ deposited Cu
was used. Then, an additional etching step with acetic acid was necessary in order to
remove the naturally formed oxide layer. The TCNQ layer was deposited on top of the
Cu bottom electrode. After an annealing step, the top electrode was deposited on the
Cu:TCNQ layer through a shadow mask. The typical device setup for the successive
evaporation route is shown in Fig. 3.21.
One problem of this process was the extremely rough Cu:TCNQ surface consisting
mainly of needle shaped columns as shown in section 3.3.2. These resulted in rough
and sometimes (especially for thin top electrodes) discontinuous top electrode pads.
An example for a 100 nm thick Al top electrode is shown in Fig. 3.22 (a). The Al displays
a very rough and granular surface in this case.
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Figure 3.21: Typical device setup for the successive evaporation process. Device prior to the
annealing step (a), after the annealing (b), and after the top electrode deposition
through a shadow mask (c).
2 µm
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500 µm
Figure 3.22: SEM images of Al top electrodes on Cu:TCNQ. Top views of 100 nm thick Al
layer on top of a successive (a), and a simultaneous evaporated (b) Cu:TCNQ
layer.
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Figure 3.23: Typical device setup for the simultaneous evaporation process. Silicon substrate
based device (a), and glass substrate based device (b).
Simultaneous Evaporation Process
In case of the simultaneous evaporation process, the bottom electrode material could
be chosen freely, as described in section 3.3.3. Therefore, a continuous layer of the re-
spective material was deposited ex–situ with a typical thickness of 100 nm. If necessary,
an additional etching step was used to remove a naturally formed oxide layer. The
Cu:TCNQ layer was then deposited on top of the continuous bottom electrode. Finally,
the top electrode was deposited on the Cu:TCNQ layer through a shadow mask. The
typical device setup for the simultaneous evaporation route is shown in Fig. 3.23.
The top electrodes displayed a more homogeneous and continuous structure, when
compared to the rough and sometimes (especially for thin top electrodes) discontinuous
top electrodes of the successive samples. The difference in the morphology for a 100 nm
thick Al top electrodes is shown in Fig. 3.22. The Al displays a much smoother and
cohesive surface, despite some individual, outside lying grains for the simultaneous
evaporated Cu:TCNQ (Fig. 3.22 (b)).
Top Electrode Shadow Mask
The top electrode was structured using shadow masks. These masks are made of Ni
foils with a thickness of 10 µm and circular openings. These openings have diame-
ters between 75µm and 1000 µm, which resulted in the top electrode areas shown in
Tab. 3.6.
Diameter d 75 µm 150µm 225µm 500µm 1000µm
Area A 0.0044mm2 0.0177mm2 0.0398mm2 0.1963mm2 0.7854mm2
Table 3.6: Pad diameters and areas of the top electrode. Top electrode is deposited through a
shadow mask with circular openings.
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Figure 3.24: Top view of a device with a top electrode structured by a shadow mask. The device
is based on a silicon wafer piece with Cu bottom electrode, successive evaporated
Cu:TCNQ layer, and Al top electrode.
A photograph of the top view of a successive evaporated Cu:TCNQ sample is shown
in Fig. 3.24. In this case, the top electrode consists of a 100 nm thick Al layer, which
was thermally deposited through the above described shadow mask. The Cu bottom
electrode and the Cu:TCNQ layer both had a thickness of 100 nm. The substrate was a
1 by 1 inch oxidized silicon wafer piece with a TiO2 adhesion layer.
Structuring of Cu:TCNQ
Experiments regarding the compatibility of Cu:TCNQ to standard structuring methods
were conducted in order to evaluate a possible preparation of more sophisticated
device setups. The experiments were based on standard photolithography processes.
Different photoresist types (AZ 4562, AZ nLOF, AZ 5214E, TI xLift) of the vendor
MichroChemicals were spin coated on top of the Cu:TCNQ layer. Subsequently the
exposure and the developing step with different developer types (MicroChemicals
AZ Dev. and AZ 826 MIF) followed. The resulting pattern was then etched, either
wet–chemical with 37% hydrochloric acid or by reactive ion etching (RIE) technique.
The wet–chemical process resulted in severe undercutting as shown in Fig. 3.25. This
demonstrated the high anisotropic etch rates appearing in Cu:TCNQ.
The use of RIE techniques resulted in a much more isotropic etching. However,
difficulties emerged during the photoresist removal process. The photoresist attached
to the Cu:TCNQ layer in a manner that parts of the Cu:TCNQ were also peeled off
during the removal process. Therefore, at least small holes appeared in the Cu:TCNQ,
as shown in comparison to a virgin layer in Fig. 3.26. No working devices could be
prepared by this method due to an electrically shortening caused by these holes.
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Figure 3.25: SEM images of wet–chemical etching of Cu:TCNQ. Side views of the undercutting
of the photoresist layer (a), and close–up view (b).
Crossbar Array
While the measurements and experiments described in the later chapters (4 & 5) were
conducted on the above–described simple pad–size devices, some experiments were
carried out regarding a possible implementation in a crossbar array. A schematic
of the aimed for structure is shown in Fig. 3.27 (a). The electrodes are structured
into lines of different width with contact pads at the start and end. The bottom and
top electrodes are distorted against each other by 90 ° as shown in Fig. 3.27 (b). The
electrodes were structured by means of photolithography and etched by a RIE process.
The resulting devices displayed no resistive switching, but rather either short circuits
or open connections. Further experiments are necessary in order to enhance the process
parameters.
2 µm
(a) (b)
500 nm 500 nm
Figure 3.26: SEM images of the surface of simultaneous evaporated Cu:TCNQ. Typical mor-
phology of a 100 nm thick layer (a), and comparable layer after photoresist deposi-
tion and removal processes.
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Figure 3.27: Crossbar device structure. Schematic of a single crosspoint (a), and image of a
prepared device with Cu bottom and Al top electrode.
3.4 Summary
The construction of a high vacuum evaporation chamber for Cu:TCNQ thin films is
described in this chapter. The designed system consists basically of two independent
thermal evaporation sources, one for Cu and other electrode metals and one for or-
ganic material (TCNQ). These sources were set up to be operated simultaneously or
separately, controlled by a shutter system. The temperature control of the sources and
the substrate is carried out semi–automatic via thermocouples which are connected
to process controllers. These controllers in turn regulate the resistance heater power
supplies. A control of the evaporation rates was made possible by the use of a QCM
measuring unit.
Furthermore, the development of two different deposition routes was described.
Samples prepared by the successive method required the usage of a Cu bottom elec-
trode and the execution of an annealing step in order to form the CT complex Cu:TCNQ.
The resulting thin films displayed a very rough structure consisting of long columns
oriented perpendicular to the substrate surface. On the other hand, samples prepared
by the simultaneous method allowed the usage of different bottom electrode materials
and did not require an annealing step. The resulting thin films displayed a consid-
erably more densely packed and uniform structure with a greatly reduced surface
roughness [98].
In addition, the typical device structure used for the later described electrical char-
acterization was introduced. These devices can be described as simple, capacitor like
structures. The sample setup consists of a continuous bottom electrode, a continuous
Cu:TCNQ layer, and pad size top electrodes.
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The basic characterization of the Cu:TCNQ thin film devices, which were prepared
by either the successive or simultaneous deposition method, is described in this chap-
ter. The preparation of the analyzed samples was carried out using the constructed
evaporation chamber and developed processes, as described in chapter 3. In the
process, samples without top electrodes were used for the physical characterization
(spectroscopy, XRD), and simple, capacitor like devices with pad size top electrodes
(as described in 3.3.4) were used for the electrical characterization.
4.1 Physical Characterization
4.1.1 UV–Vis Spectroscopy
Ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy (UV–Vis) is the spectroscopy of photons in the visible
and adjacent near ultraviolet and near infrared range of the spectrum. In this region
of energy space, molecules undergo electronic transitions. Therefore, UV–Vis spec-
troscopy is routinely used in the quantitative determination of solutions of transition
metal ions and highly conjugated organic compounds. Organic compounds, especially
those with a high degree of conjugation, absorb light in the UV or visible regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Charge transfer complexes also give rise to colors. However,
the colors are often too intense to be used for quantitative measurement. Nevertheless,
UV–Vis spectroscopy can be used in order to qualitatively detect the existence of CT
transitions in thin films. In the case of this study, the UV–Vis studies were undertaken
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Figure 4.1: UV–Vis absorption spectrum of successive deposited Cu:TCNQ. Comparison of a
TCNQ layer without annealing (pure TCNQ) and an annealed Cu:TCNQ layer.
The thickness of the TCNQ and the Cu:TCNQ layer was 130 nm.
using an Unicam UV2 UV/Vis Spectrometer.
Iida reported on the optical properties of simple anion radical salts of TCNQ in
general [99]. Later, Hoffman et al. specifically described the effects in Ag:TCNQ [100],
and Liu et al. reported on Cu:TCNQ [78]. Typical for neutral TCNQ is a very broad
absorption peak around a wavelength of 400 nm. This peak is responsible for the
yellowish color of the TCNQ crystals and can be attributed to the 2B2g →2 B1u, the
2B2g →2 Au, and 1Ag →1 B3u transitions [101]. Due to the measured spectrum range
(wavelength > 400 nm), only parts of this broad peak can be seen on the UV–Vis
measurements carried out on samples with a pure TCNQ layer, as shown in Fig. 4.1.
The TCNQ layer was successive deposited on top of a continuous Cu bottom elec-
trode and spectroscopic measured without a prior annealing step. In contrast, after
an annealing step at 125 °C on a hot plate for 45 s, as described in section 3.3.2, the
absorption spectrum has changed considerably. In this case, the Cu:TCNQ displays
the typical absorption peaks, which were previously described elsewhere [78]. In the
blue band region, there is now one very strong and sharp peak around 400 nm visible,
which can be attributed to TCNQ anion radicals (LE2 band transition). Furthermore,
three more peaks are expected to appear, one at 680 nm (LE1 band transition), and
the others at 744 nm, respectively 838 nm. The latter two are representing separate
electronic transitions to the first two doublet exited states of TCNQ anion radicals and
can be considered as the CT1 transition. These three peaks are partly overlapping due
to their proximity and broadness. In the case of this study, they are especially difficult
to discriminate due to the resolution of the used measurement set up.
A typical UV–Vis absorption spectrum for a simultaneous evaporated Cu:TCNQ
layer is shown in Fig. 4.2. Only slight differences to the spectrum measured on a succes-
sive deposited layer (Fig. 4.1) are visible. The formation of the CT complex is confirmed
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Figure 4.2: UV–Vis absorption spectrum of simultaneous deposited Cu:TCNQ. Comparison of
a TCNQ layer without annealing (pure TCNQ) and a simultaneous evaporated
Cu:TCNQ layer. The thickness of the TCNQ and the Cu:TCNQ layer was 130 nm.
in both cases. However, these measurements do not allow a quantitative interpretation.
Therefore, the possibility of unreacted, neutral TCNQ within the Cu:TCNQ layer can
not be ruled out due to these UV–Vis measurements.
4.1.2 IR Spectroscopy
It has been demonstrated, that the peaks in the infrared (IR) spectrum can be attributed
to vibronic effects in a CT complex [102]. Therefore, IR spectra of devices were mea-
sured using a Nicolet Impact 410 Fourier Transform Infra Red (FTIR) spectrometer
in the case of this study. The IR reflectance spectra of Cu:TCNQ thin films with a
thickness of 130 nm, which were deposited using the simultaneous and the successive
methods, are shown in Fig. 4.3.
Only slight shifts in the wavenumbers of the peaks between the simultaneous and the
successive case can be observed. The C≡N stretching region (visible in the chemical
structure shown in Fig. 2.10) is characterized by the strong peak at 2197 cm−1 for
the simultaneous (respectively 2200 cm−1 for the successive) case, and a shoulder at
2167 cm−1 (2166 cm−1). The C=C ring stretching region is characterized by two bands,
a weak one at 1581 cm−1 (1577 cm−1) and a sharper one at 1505 cm−1 (1508 cm−1). The
appearance of this peak at 1505 cm−1 (1508 cm−1) indicates that TCNQ was changed to
TCNQ anion radicals [103]. The band at 1352 cm−1 (1352 cm−1) can also be attributed
to the C=C ring stretching region. The C=C-H bending is characterized by the weak
peak visible at 826 cm−1 (827 cm−1). The other weak peaks observable in the spectra at
1185 cm−1 (1184 cm−1) and 989 cm−1 (991 cm−1), may be synergetic vibrations of both
C=C stretching and C=C-H bending. The observed peaks in both, the simultaneous
and the successive, cases are in good accordance with previous results published for
amorphous thin films prepared by the solution growth method [103].
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Figure 4.3: IR reflectance spectra of Cu:TCNQ layers. The films had a thickness of 130 nm
and were deposited using the simultaneous and successive method.
Degree of Charge Transfer
In previous studies, it was shown that the degree of charge transfer (Z) between donor
and TCNQ correlates linear with the wavenumber of the C≡N stretching mode [104].
This nitrile stretching mode occurs at a wavenumber of 2227 cm−1 for neutral TCNQ.
Chapell et al. demonstrated, that since the occupancy of the conduction band is nc = Z
in simple salts, ω0 should be a linear function of Z. They proved this assumption for a
number of donor materials. Therefore, Z can be calculated by the simple Equation 4.1.
Z =
ω0 −ω
44 cm−1
(4.1)
Calculated with this method, the C≡N stretching peak at 2197 cm−1 for the simultane-
ous evaporated Cu:TCNQ results in Z = 0.68 and the successive evaporated reference
sample with the peak at 2200 cm−1 results in Z = 0.61. These results place Cu:TCNQ,
regarding the degree of charge transfer Z, in the area of other good conducting com-
plexes of TCNQ (e.g. TTF:TCNQ with Z = 0.59, or TSF:TCNQ with Z = 0.63). On the
other hand, complexes with a total charge transfer Z = 1 display insulating properties
(e.g. Na:TCNQ, or K:TCNQ) as described in section 2.3.3.
4.1.3 XRD Measurements
Additional physical characterization measurements were conducted in order to verify,
whether the deposited Cu:TCNQ layers display a polycristalline or an amorphous
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Figure 4.4: XRD measurements on different types of samples. From bottom to top: Si/SiO2
substrate with Cu bottom electrode, Si/SiO2 substrate with Cu bottom electrode
and simultaneous evaporated Cu:TCNQ layer, and Si/SiO2 substrate with Cu
bottom electrode and wet chemical processed Cu:TCNQ layer.
nature. Heintz et al. demonstrated, as mentioned in section 2.3.2, the existence of two
different stable phases of Cu:TCNQ. In addition, this group published experimental
X–ray Diffraction (XRD) data for both of the polycristalline phases, measured on
Cu:TCNQ powder, which was prepared by a wet chemical process [74].
In the case of this study, XRD measurements were carried out in ambient conditions
with a Philips thin film diffractometer (PW 3710) coupled with a PW 1830 Generator
operated at 40 kV and 35mA. Multiple types of samples were scanned in the 2Θ
angular range between 10 ° and 70 °. Some graphs of the x–ray intensity plotted over
the scatter angle 2Θ are displayed in Fig. 4.4.
These results are in good agreement with the observations made by SEM imaging on
the morphology of the layers. Three exemplary intensity plots, measured on samples
based on Si/SiO2 substrates with Cu bottom electrodes, are shown in Fig. 4.4. The
measurement on the sample with only the Cu bottom electrode (plot shown at the
bottom) display the Si and Cu intensity peaks. The XRD measurements on samples
with simultaneous evaporated Cu:TCNQ displayed no additional peaks, which means
that those thin films are amorphous. However, samples prepared by the wet chemical
method resulted in additional intensity peaks at 11.2, 15.7, 17.6, 23.1, 25.2, and 28.7 °.
These peaks correspond closely to the ones reported by Heintz et al. for phase I
Cu:TCNQ [74]. This phase is described as monoclinic polycrystalline with a needle
shaped morphology.
Since a resistance switching effect could be observed on the amorphous as well as
the polycristalline Cu:TCNQ layers, the proposed physical mechanism by Heintz et al.
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can be discarded [74]. This theory, which is explained in more detail in section 2.3.4,
involves a structural phase transition between two polycrystalline phases.
4.2 Electrical Characterization
The electrical characterization of the devices is the most important aspect of the char-
acterization regarding both, the clarification of the switching mechanism, and the
assessment of a possible usage in memory cells. Therefore, a wide range of electrical
characterization methods were carried out on the devices. During the measurements,
the devices were contacted using metal needles, which were manually controlled by
micro manipulators. The devices themselves were placed in a Summit 9600 thermal
probe station with a mounted microscope from the vendor Cascade Microtech. The
devices could be cooled down to−50 °C and heated up to 200 °C during measurements
while using this probe station. The measurement equipment was connected to the
contact needles via BNC cables. The load signal was always applied to the padsize top
electrodes, while the continuous bottom electrode was connected to the ground input
of the respective measurement unit.
4.2.1 Quasi Static Current–Voltage Measurements
Quasi static current–voltage measurements were used as the most important method
for the verification of the fundamental electrical properties of the devices. These
measurements were carried out using a Keithley 2410 Sourcemeter. This instrument
has the advantage of a built–in current compliance. The limitation of the current is
important, because otherwise the current level can increase abruptly by some orders of
magnitude during the switching to the on–state. This often leads to a break through
and therefore destruction of the memory cells.
An exemplary quasi static current–voltage measurement is shown in Fig. 4.5. After
preparation, the memory cells were initially in the high ohmic off–state. One cycle is
displayed with a linear progression of the applied voltage, starting from 0V, decreasing
to−3V, increasing to +3V, and decreasing back to 0V. The applied voltage is changed
discrete, in this case in 100mV steps. Every step has a duration of 100ms. Therefore, in
this case the cycle consisted of 120 steps and the whole cycle had a duration of 12 s. For
every step, the current is measured. Here, the current compliance was set to 100 µA.
If the current is limited to a compliance value, the voltage is, accordingly to Ohm’s
law, decreased. In the present case, during the switching to the on–state the current is
limited to 100 µA and the applied voltage drops accordingly to a value of about −1.7V.
However, the Keithley sourcemeter records only the nominal values. While analyzing
the data, this has to be taken into account.
The measuring points can be illustrated more clearly as a current over voltage I(V)
diagram. Two possible forms of this kind of diagram are shown exemplary in Fig. 4.6.
The measurement data from Fig. 4.5 were used for these graphs.
A linear plot of the current is the first displayed graph (a), while the second graph
is a logarithmic plot of the absolute current values (b). Naturally, the linear plot
has a better resolution of the on–state current values. In contrast, the logarithmic
plot allows for a general overview of both, on– and off–state currents even for large
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Figure 4.5: Exemplary current–voltage characteristic plotted over time. The parameters for
this quasi static measurement were: nominal applied voltage cycle 0V ⇒ −3V ⇒
+3V ⇒ 0V, voltage step width 100mV, voltage step rate 10Hz, current compli-
ance 100 µA, sample rate 10Hz. This measurement was carried out on a successive
evaporated device (Cu:TCNQ thickness: 150 nm) with Cu bottom and Al top elec-
trode (pad diameter: 75 µ).
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Figure 4.7: Current over voltage plots for a 150 nm successive deposited Cu:TCNQ layer.
The parameters for this quasi static measurement were: nominal applied voltage
cycle 0V⇒ −3V⇒ +3V⇒ 0V, voltage step width 100mV, voltage step rate
10Hz, current compliance 20 µA, sample rate 10Hz. Linear (a), and logarithmic
(b) plot of the (absolute in case (b)) current values for five cycles.
off/on ratios. The dashed lines in both cases indicate the corrected graphs, which
take the above–mentioned differences in nominal versus true applied voltages due
to the current compliance into consideration. The switching voltage threshold for on(
Vth,off,on
)
and off switching
(
Vth,on,off
)
can be read out easily as indicated in the graphs.
The resistance values for the off–
(
Roff
)
and on–state
(
Ron
)
are normally determined
by pulse measurements (see section 4.2.3). However, they can be fairly well estimated
using the logarithmic plot as shown in Fig. 4.6 (b). The current value at the defined read
voltage
(
Vread
)
is measured in both, the on– and off–state branch. For this example the
following values can be calculated for Vread = −0.5V:
Roff (Vread) =
∣∣∣∣ Ioff (Vread)Vread
∣∣∣∣ ⇒ Roff (−0.5V) =
∣∣∣∣ Ioff (−0.5V)−0.5V
∣∣∣∣ = 6MΩ
Ron (Vread) =
∣∣∣∣ Ion (Vread)Vread
∣∣∣∣ ⇒ Ron (−0.5V) =
∣∣∣∣ Ion (−0.5V)−0.5V
∣∣∣∣ = 29 kΩ
Measurements on Devices Prepared by the Successive Method
Quasi static current–voltage measurements were carried out on devices with Cu:TCNQ
layers prepared by the successive evaporation route, which is described in section 3.3.1.
The characterized memory cells had a simple capacitor like structure, consisting of a
continuous Cu bottom electrode (150 nm), the Cu:TCNQ layer, and a circular Al top
electrode (130 nm). The device setup is described in more detail in section 3.3.4. These
memory cells exhibited bipolar resistive switching. The on–switching occurred at
negative applied voltages to the Al top electrode, while the off–switching was achieved
by the application of a positive voltage.
Typical I(V) measurements for those types of devices are shown in Fig. 4.7 for a
150 nm, and in Fig. 4.8 for a 200 nm Cu:TCNQ layer. Some typical characteristics can
be observed in these graphs.
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Figure 4.8: Current over voltage plots for a 200 nm successive deposited Cu:TCNQ layer. The
parameters for this quasi static measurement were: nominal applied voltage cycle
0V ⇒ −2.5V ⇒ +2.5V ⇒ 0V, voltage step width 100mV, voltage step rate
10Hz, current compliance 50 µA, sample rate 10Hz. Linear (a), and logarithmic
(b) plot of the (absolute in case (b)) current values for five cycles.
Switching Threshold Voltages
The absolute value of the switching threshold voltage for the on–switching Vth,off,on for
most samples was greater than for the off–switching Vth,on,off. The distribution of the
switching thresholds for successive deposited memory cells with a Cu:TCNQ thickness
of ≈ 150 nm is shown in the histogram in Fig. 4.9. The values can be fitted decently
by a normal distribution for both cases. As a result of these measurements, the mean
value for the on–switching can be calculated to Vth,off,on = −2.4V, and the mean value
for the off–switching to Vth,off,on = +1.6V.
The switching thresholds displayed no dependence on the pad size of the top elec-
trode in the studied range. The circular pads thereby had diameters between 75µm
and 500µm with the according areas as stated in Table 3.6. The larger the cell areas
were, the more of them were initially short due to defects. Therefore, the memory cells
with a pad diameter of 1000 µm could not be measured in this case.
The current–voltage characteristics were studied on devices with different Cu:TCNQ
thicknesses. The successive deposited films were between 90 nm and 400 nm thick. No
significant trend of a dependence of the switching threshold on the thickness of the
Cu:TCNQ layer could be observed within this range.
Current–Voltage Dependences in the Low– and High–Ohmic Branch
The successive prepared memory cells displayed a non–linear current dependence on
the applied voltage in the on–state (low–ohmic branch) as visible in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8.
The devices exhibited an even more pronounced non–linear current–voltage behavior
in the off–state (high–ohmic branch). The off–state dependency is discussed in more
detail in section 5.1.1.
First Cycle (Forming)
The I(V) measurements carried out on numerous Cu:TCNQ devices demonstrated
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Figure 4.9: Histogram of the switching thresholds for successive deposited devices. The plot
shows the distribution of Vth,off,on and Vth,on,off for successive deposited memory
cells with a Cu:TCNQ thickness of ≈ 150 nm.
that the memory cells do not require a specific forming operation, or the initial forming
is just a modified set operation with slightly different I(V) characteristics. Fig. 4.10
shows the first 20 current–voltage cycles of a device with a 200 nm successive deposited
Cu:TCNQ layer in a logarithmic plot. The initial switching to the on–state (indicated by
the black line and squares in Fig. 4.10) in this case requires an increased voltage level
(Vth,initial,on ≈ −2.1V). The switching to the on–state during the subsequent cycles
occurs at−1.6V ≤ Vth,off,on ≤ −0.9V. In most cases, the difference between Vth,initial,on
and Vth,off,on was less pronounced, or even not visible, which can be seen in Fig. 4.7
and Fig. 4.8.
Measurements on Devices Prepared by the Simultaneous Method
Quasi static current–voltage measurements were also carried out on devices with
Cu:TCNQ layers prepared by the simultaneous evaporation route, which is described
in section 3.3.3. The characterized memory cells had a simple capacitor like structure,
consisting of a continuous Cu bottom electrode (100 nm), the Cu:TCNQ layer, and
a circular Al top electrode (130 nm). The device setup is described in more detail in
section 3.3.4. These memory cells exhibited also bipolar resistive switching with the
same polarity dependence as the successive ones described earlier in section 4.2.1.
The on–switching again occurred at negative applied voltages to the Al top electrode,
while the off–switching was achieved by the application of a positive voltage. One
important aspect observed during the measurements is the fact that the fraction of
memory cells, which exhibits resistive switching, is significantly lower than the one for
devices prepared by the successive method.
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Figure 4.10: Current over voltage plots for a 200 nm successive deposited Cu:TCNQ layer.
The parameters for this quasi static measurement were: nominal applied voltage
cycle 0V ⇒ −3V ⇒ +3V ⇒ 0V, voltage step width 100mV, voltage step
rate 10Hz, current compliance 500 µA, sample rate 10Hz. Logarithmic plot of
the absolute current values for twenty cycles.
A typical I(V) characteristic measured on a device with a 150 nm thick simultaneous
evaporated Cu:TCNQ layer is shown in Fig. 4.11. A single current–voltage cycle
measured on a memory cell with a Cu:TCNQ layer thickness of 100 nm is shown in
Fig. 4.12.
The measured quantitative parameters (Vth,off,on, Vth,on,off, Roff, Ron) displayed dis-
tinctive different values in comparison to the successive samples as visible in the
graphs. The voltage thresholds for both, the switching to the on– and off–state were sig-
nificantly higher. The on–switching occurred predominately at voltages in the range of
−11V ≤ Vth,off,on ≤ −6V. The off–switching process displayed an even larger spread
of the threshold voltages (somewhere in the range of +1.5V ≤ Vth,off,on ≤ +10V). The
stability of the on–state at positive bias voltages was in general worse than at negative
bias voltages as visible in Fig. 4.11.
The resistance values in both, off– and on–state, were much higher for simultaneous
prepared Cu:TCNQ than for successive memory cells with identical device parameters
(film thickness, pad area, electrode structure). The differences in the resistance values
amounted to roughly a factor of 100 valid for both, the off– and on–state.
Comparable to the successive memory cells, the switching threshold voltages dis-
played no dependence on the pad size of the top electrode in the studied range.
Furthermore, no significant trend of a dependence of the switching threshold from
the Cu:TCNQ layer thickness could be observed within the studied range (70 nm to
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Figure 4.11: Current over voltage plots for a 150 nm simultaneous deposited Cu:TCNQ layer.
The parameters for this quasi static measurement were: nominal applied voltage
cycle 0V ⇒ −11V ⇒ +11V ⇒ 0V, voltage step width 100mV, voltage
step rate 10Hz, current compliance 5 µA, sample rate 10Hz. Linear (a), and
logarithmic (b) plot of the (absolute in case (b)) current values for a three cycles.
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Figure 4.12: Current over voltage plots for a 100 nm simultaneous deposited Cu:TCNQ layer.
The parameters for this quasi static measurement were: nominal applied voltage
cycle 0V ⇒ −10V ⇒ +10V ⇒ 0V, voltage step width 100mV, voltage
step rate 10Hz, current compliance 5 µA, sample rate 10Hz. Linear (a), and
logarithmic (b) plot of the (absolute in case (b)) current values for a single cycle.
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Figure 4.13: Unipolar switching to a metallic like state. Comparison of the on–switching (a),
and the off–switching process (b) of the unipolar and the bipolar switching effect.
Plotted are the absolute current over voltage characteristics.
400 nm). Those measurements were additionally complicated by the above–mentioned
large spreads of the switching threshold voltages.
Similar to the successive case, the simultaneous prepared memory cells displayed
non–linear current dependencies on the applied voltages in both states. This can be
seen in Fig. 4.12.
Unipolar Switching to Metallic Like State
Besides the above–described bipolar resistive switching behavior, a small fraction of
samples exhibited an unipolar switching, independent on the preparation method
(successive or simultaneous). In fact, in a few cases both switching types could be
measured on the same memory cells.
A comparison of the on– and off–switching processes of the unipolar and the bipolar
switching effect is shown in Fig. 4.13. These measurements were carried out on a
successive evaporated device with a Cu:TCNQ thickness of 150 nm and an Al top
electrode with a diameter of 75 µm. The maximum current was restricted to 40mA due
to measurement device limitations.
The switching to the metallic like state occurred spontaneously by the application
of a voltage independent of the polarity of the signal. The threshold voltage for this
effect was between 1.5V and 5V. This switching resulted in a fairly unstable metallic
like state with a resistance of below 100Ω. On removal of the applied voltage the
memory cells returned to the high resistance state after a short period of time (seconds
to minutes). Reverse switching could just as well be caused by application of a higher
voltage signal of about 6V also independent of polarity as shown in Fig. 4.13 (b). The
switching effect in both directions was abrupt.
These observed characteristics are in good accordance to the switching effect initially
described by Potember et al. in 1979 [14]. They reported bistable electrical switching in
a lamellar structure with a Cu:TCNQ layer between Cu and Al electrodes. The I(V)
characteristics in their case revealed an abrupt decrease in impedance from 2MΩ to
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less than 200Ω at a field strength of 4× 103V/cm independent on the direction of the
current flow.
These experiments indicate that two distinctive reversible resistive switching effects,
and therefore three different conductivity states (Rmet, Ron, and Roff) can exist in
Cu:TCNQ thin films [107].
4.2.2 Impedance Spectroscopy
Further electrical characterizations were conducted in order to determine the capaci-
tance values of the devices as well as the frequency behavior of the impedance. There-
fore, impedance spectra of the test structures in the frequency domain (100Hz–10MHz)
were measured at zero dc–bias with a voltage oscillation amplitude of 50mV using a
HP 4194A impedance analyzer.
One exemplary capacitance and resistance characteristic, measured in the above
stated frequency domain, is shown in Fig. 4.14. The device setup in this case consisted
of a 100 nm Cu bottom electrode, a 150 nm thick, successive deposited Cu:TCNQ layer
and a 130 nm Al top electrode. The displayed measurement was carried out on a
circular top electrode pad with a diameter of 75 µm. The measurement was executed
as follows:
• the memory cell was switched a couple of times between off– and on–state in
order to ensure functionality
• the impedance was measured during a frequency sweep in the off–state
• the memory cell was switched to the on–state
• the impedance was measured during a frequency sweep in the on–state
The characteristics shown in Fig. 4.14 are typical for the results. A clear difference
between Roff and Ron can be seen, with off/on ratios similar to the ones observed in
the quasi static current–voltage measurements. However, the capacitance values of
Coff and Con remain constant within the error of measurement, independent of the
resistance state.
Furthermore, a relaxation step is visible in the frequency domain. This is due to the
fact, that the device represents a simple, parallel RC–circuit. The time constant τ can
be calculated as follows:
τ = RC (4.2)
Using Eq. 4.2, the time constant for the memory cell shown in Fig. 4.14 can be calculated
to
τoff = 2.2MΩ · 40 pF = 88 µs
in the off–state and to
τon = 50 kΩ · 40 pF = 2 µs
in the on–state. These steps can be seen in the resistance plot at the corresponding
frequencies (11 kHz and 500 kHz respectively).
The capacitance values were measured in dependence of the top electrode area. The
different available circular pad sizes are summarized in Table 3.6. The off– and on–state
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Figure 4.14: Exemplary impedance spectroscopy measurement. Capacitance and resistance
characteristics plotted over frequency. The parameters for this measurement
were: frequency domain (100Hz–10MHz), zero dc–bias, voltage oscillation
amplitude 50mV. This measurement was carried out on a successive evaporated
device (Cu:TCNQ thickness: 150 nm) with Cu bottom and Al top electrode (pad
diameter: 75 µm).
capacitances are shown in Fig. 4.15 for a successive (a), and a simultaneous (b) de-
posited Cu:TCNQ layer. The device setup in both cases consisted again of a Cu (100 nm)
/ Cu:TCNQ (150 nm) / Al (130 nm) layered structure.
For both, the successive and the simultaneous deposited films, no change in the
capacitance can be seen due to the resistive switching effect. However, the memory cells
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Figure 4.15: Top electrode area dependence of the capacitance. Comparison of the off– and
on–state capacitance measured on a successive (a), and a simultaneous evaporated
device (b). Both have a Cu:TCNQ layer thickness of 150 nm and a Cu bottom and
Al top electrode.
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Figure 4.16: Cu:TCNQ thickness dependence of the capacitance. Comparison of measured and
calculated capacitance values for a successive evaporated device in the on–state (a),
and a simultaneous evaporated device in the off–state (b). Both have a Cu bottom
and an Al top electrode with a diameter of 75 µm.
prepared by the successive method displayed approximately twice as high capacitance
values for the same thickness and pad area as the ones prepared by the simultaneous
process.
The function of the capacitance values over the top electrode area matches well to
the values calculated with the assumption of a simple, parallel plate capacitor,
C = ǫ0ǫr
A
d
(4.3)
where A is the plate area, d denounces the distance, and ǫr is the dielectric constant of
the material between the plates. Assuming that the Cu:TCNQ can be estimated as a
homogeneous dielectric material, a calculation of the dielectric constant using Eq. 4.3
is possible. This calculation results in ǫr ≈ 200 for the successive deposited Cu:TCNQ
layers, and ǫr ≈ 100 for the simultaneous deposited Cu:TCNQ films. These values
are extremely high for such a type of material. An interpretation of these values is
discussed later in section 5.
Furthermore, the capacitance values were measured in dependence of the Cu:TCNQ
thickness. For these purposes, devices with thicknesses between 100 nm and 300 nm
were prepared in 50 nm steps, using the successive and the simultaneous deposition
method. Two exemplary results of those measurements are shown in Fig. 4.16 for the
successive (a), and simultaneous (b) deposited memory cells. The device setup in all
cases consisted again of a Cu (100 nm) / Cu:TCNQ / Al (130 nm) layered structure,
and the displayed measurements were carried out on circular top electrodes with a
diameter of 75 µm.
The respective plot of the capacitance values for the on–state in successive (a), and for
the off–state in simultaneous (b) deposited memory cells is compared with calculated
values. This calculation is based on Eq. 4.3 with the assumption, that A and ǫr are
independent of the Cu:TCNQ thickness. Therefore, the capacitance values can be
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calculated using Eq. 4.4.
C (d2) = C (d1)
d1
d2
(4.4)
In the case of Fig. 4.16, the capacitances of the memory cells with a Cu:TCNQ thickness
of 100 nm were used as the starting points for the calculation.
The calculated values result in the expected dependence: the capacitance decreases
with increasing thickness of the dielectric material in the case of constant A and ǫr.
However, the measurements on the Cu:TCNQmemory cells exhibit a different behavior
as shown in Fig. 4.16. The capacitance is barely changed, or even increasing, with
increasing dielectric layer thickness. An interpretation of these values is discussed later
in section 5.
4.2.3 Pulse Measurements
Pulse measurements of the current–voltage characteristics were carried out on the
devices in order to determine further electrical properties. These measurements were
conducted using a Keithley 2410 Sourcemeter with a built–in current compliance for
the standard characterizations. The switching time characteristics were measured
using a custom–designed, computer controlled current–voltage measuring system.
In order to ensure functionality and determine the switching voltage thresholds, the
memory cells were characterized using a current–voltage measurement prior to the
pulse measurements. For example, for the device with the I(V) characteristic shown in
Fig. 4.10, the write pulse voltage was set to Vwrite = −3V < Vth,off,on, the erase pulse
voltage to Verase = +3V > Vth,on,off, and the read pulse voltage to Vread = −0.5V.
The applied voltage signal for this case is shown schematically for one pulse cycle in
Fig. 4.17.
The used Keithley 2410 Sourcemeter has a minimum time resolution of 100ms.
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Figure 4.18: Pulse measurement on a successive deposited memory cell with a Cu:TCNQ
thickness of 200 nm, a Cu bottom, and an Al top electrode (with 75 µm diameter).
Measurement parameters: Vwrite = −3V, Verase = +3V, Vread = −0.5V,
twrite = terase = 100ms, tread = 2 s. (a) Plot of R(t) and V(t), and (b) Roff and
Ron for measurements on five different memory cells on the same sample.
Therefore, the current was measured, and a data point recorded, every 100ms. The
minimum width of the write, erase, and read pulses were restricted to 100ms for the
standard, retention, and endurance measurements due to the sourcemeter’s limitations.
Pulse Measurements on Devices Prepared by the Successive Method
An exemplary result of a pulse measurement on a successive deposited device is shown
in Fig. 4.18 (a). The resistance measured at Vread = −0.5V is plotted over time. The
corresponding applied voltage is shown in the upper part of the graph. Both states,
Roff = 20MΩ and Ron = 90 kΩ, display good stability with an off/on ratio of ≈ 200.
However, the resistance states vary considerably even between memory cells on the
same sample with identical geometrical parameters. The resulting memory states of the
pulse measurement shown in Fig. 4.18 (a) and four adjacent cells on the same device
are shown in Fig. 4.18 (b). In this case, the off–state varies between 1MΩ and 400MΩ,
while the on–state varies between 30 kΩ and 150 kΩ.
The distribution of the resistance values for the off– and the on–state for successive
depositedmemory cells with a Cu:TCNQ thickness of≈ 150 nm and anAl top electrode
with a diameter of 75 µm is shown in the histogram in Fig. 4.19. A wide spread of the
resistance states is clearly visible. A factor of ≈ 330 exists between Roff,max = 400MΩ
and Roff,min = 120 kΩ. The factor in the on–state is somewhat lower (≈ 50) with
Ron,max = 250 kΩ and Ron,min = 5 kΩ.
The resistance values for off– and on–state are plotted in dependence of the pad
size of the Al top electrode for successive deposited Cu:TCNQ with a thickness of
roughly 150 nm in Fig. 4.20. The circular pads thereby had diameters between 75µm
and 500µm with the according areas as stated in Table 3.6. The larger the cell areas
were, the more of them were initially short due to defects. Therefore, the memory cells
with a pad diameter of 1000 µm could not be measured in this case.
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Figure 4.19: Histogram of the off– and on–state resistances for successive deposited devices.
The plot shows the distribution of Roff and Ron for successive deposited memory
cells with a Cu:TCNQ thickness of ≈ 150 nm and an Al top electrode with a
diameter of 75 µm. The mean value for the on–state is 70 kΩ and 30MΩ for the
off–state, the median is 50 kΩ for the on– and 1MΩ for the off–state.
Again, a large spread of the resistance values, and therefore a partial overlap of the
off– and on–state resistances (Roff,min < Ron,max) is visible. The data points within the
studied range indicate, that the on–state resistance is probably independent of the pad
size, while the off–state resistance decreases with increasing pad size.
Pulse measurements were carried out on devices with different Cu:TCNQ thick-
nesses. The successive deposited films were between 90 nm and 400 nm thick. No
significant trend of a dependence of the resistance values in off– or on–state on the thick-
ness of the Cu:TCNQ layer could be observed within this range. However, the large
spread in the resistance values possibly obscures changes due to the, in comparison,
minor thickness differences.
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Figure 4.20: Plot of the off– and on–state resistance values vs. pad size. Measured on devices
prepared by the successive method with a Cu:TCNQ thickness of 150 nm and Al
top electrodes.
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Figure 4.21: Pulse measurement on a simultaneous deposited memory cell. The sample had
a Cu:TCNQ thickness of 200 nm, a Cu bottom, and an Al top electrode (with
75 µm diameter). Measurement parameters: Vwrite = −16V, Verase = +16V,
Vread = −0.5V, twrite = terase = 100ms, tread = 3 s. Plot of R(t) and V(t).
Pulse Measurements on Devices Prepared by the Simultaneous Method
Pulse measurements were also carried out on devices with Cu:TCNQ layers prepared
by the simultaneous evaporation route. As described in section 4.2.1, the fraction of
memory cells, which exhibit resistive switching is significantly lower than the one for
devices prepared by the successive method. Also, the switching threshold voltages are
significantly higher. The resulting R(t) characteristic of a typical pulse measurement
on a memory cell with a 200 nm thick simultaneous evaporated Cu:TCNQ layer is
shown in Fig. 4.21.
The write and erase voltages in this case are set to Vwrite = −16V, Verase = +16V,
in order to ensure resistive switching. As already shown in section 4.2.1, the resistance
states are much higher for simultaneous evaporated samples than for the successive
evaporated ones. In the case of the pulse measurement shown in Fig. 4.21, the on–state
resistance is Ron ≈ 2MΩ, while the off–state is less stable with a resistance value of
100MΩ < Roff < 8GΩ. Resistance values in the GΩ range result in sub–nano ampere
currents at the read voltage Vread = −0.5V. It has to be taken into consideration, that
these currents are close to the minimum measurement setup sensitivity.
Failure Types during Pulse Measurements
Three different failure types could be observed to occur during pulse measurements.
Exemplary R(t) plots are shown in Fig. 4.22 for the respective types. Some memory
cells remain in the off–state (Fig. 4.22 (a)), or in the on–state (Fig. 4.22 (b)) at a certain
point of the measurement. In these cases, it is sometimes possible to switch the cells
again by an increase of the write/erase voltages. The third occurring failure type is
the electrical break down of the memory cell, which results in a persistent short state
(Fig. 4.22 (c)).
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Figure 4.22: R(t) plots of the failure types occurring during pulse measurements. (a) Memory
cell remains in off–state. (b) Memory cell remains in on–state. (c) Memory cell
breaks down and is shorted.
Retention Measurements
Pulse measurements with elongated read times tread were carried out on memory cells
in order to determine the retention times in the off– and on–state. The result of a
typical measurement on a successive deposited Cu:TCNQ device is shown as a R(t)
plot in Fig. 4.23. Here, the memory cell was switched to the respective state and the
resistance was then measured at an applied voltage of−0.5V every 100ms for a period
of tread = 1 h.
These measurements showed, that the off–state is stable over time. In contrast, the
memory cell sometimes switches spontaneously from the on–state to the off–state after
a period of time. In general, the memory cells displayed good stability over the studied
time frame (up to a few hours). Sezi et al. already demonstrated retention times of
>250days for Cu:TCNQ memory cells [108].
Endurance Measurements
The maximal endurance of the prepared memory cells was determined. For this
reason, a large number of write–read–erase–read cycles, consisting of the voltage
pulse sequence shown in Fig. 4.17, and using the minimal time resolutions of the
sourcemeter, was applied to the devices. Therefore, the pulse widths were set to
twrite = terase = tread = 100ms.
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Figure 4.23: Retention measurement on a successive deposited device. The sample had a
Cu:TCNQ thickness of 200 nm, a Cu bottom, and an Al top electrode (with
75 µm diameter). Measurement parameters: Vwrite = −3V, Verase = +3V,
Vread = −0.5V, twrite = terase = 100ms, tread = 3600 s. Plot of R(t) and V(t).
This measurements demonstrated, that the memory cells prepared by the succes-
sive method displayed a better cycling endurance than the ones prepared by the
simultaneous route. Some memory cells achieved an endurance of up to 10000 write–
read–erase–read cycles [107]. A resistance over the number of cycles plot of such a
measurement is shown in Fig. 4.24. In this case, the minimum off/on ratio results in a
value of:
Roff,min
Ron,max
=
1.16MΩ
515 kΩ
= 2.25.
These measurements are in good accordance to results published by other groups on
Cu:TCNQ memory cells with pad areas in the µm range [108, 109].
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Figure 4.24: Endurance measurement on a successive deposited device. The sample had a
Cu:TCNQ thickness of 150 nm, a Cu bottom, and an Al top electrode (with
75 µm diameter). Measurement parameters: Vwrite = −3V, Verase = +3V,
Vread = −0.5V, twrite = terase = tread = 100ms. Plot of R(cycles).
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Figure 4.25: Resistance states dependence on the write/erase pulse width. (a) Bipolar off/on
switching in a successive deposited sample with a Cu:TCNQ thickness of 150 nm.
(b) Unipolar switching to metallic like state. All measurements were carried out
on the smallest top electrode areas.
Switching Time
The intrinsic switching time of Cu:TCNQ thin film cells is an important aspect regarding
the possible application in memory devices. As described in section 2.3.4, the switching
time is closely connected to the underlying physical mechanism. While Potember et al.
reported switching times in the ns range for unipolar switching devices [14], Sato et al.
observed minimum times of 2.5ms for bipolar switching cells [80].
In the case of this study, the time characteristics of the resistive switching effect were
measured using a custom–designed, computer controlled current–voltage measuring
system. Thereby, a pulse cycle as shown in Fig. 4.17 was applied to the memory cells
with the following parameters: tread = 100ms, Vread = −0.5V, Vwrite < Vth,off,on,
and Verase > Vth,on,off. The pulse width of the write/erase pulses twrite = terase was
decreased from ms to µs. The dependence of the resistance state from the pulse widths
measured in this way is shown in Fig. 4.25.
The capacitance values and the resultant calculated time constants (in the µs range)
of the memory cells, which were determined in section 4.2.2, must be considered for
these measurements. Hence, devices with smaller pad areas and therefore smaller
capacitance values are necessary for measurements with shorter pulse lengths than
described here.
The bipolar switching between off– and on–state is shown in Fig. 4.25 (a). The
resistance states displayed no dependence on the write/erase pulse widths within
the investigated range. The pulse width dependence of the unipolar switching to the
metallic like state, which is described in detail section 4.2.1, was also studied. The
measurement results are shown in Fig. 4.25 (b). The resistance states in this case also
displayed no dependence on the write/erase pulse widths in the investigated range.
This measurement setup was also used to analyze the current responses on short
voltage pulses as shown Fig. 4.26. Thereby, four different cases were examined. Starting
in the off–state, a positive voltage pulse (no–switching, cell remained in off–state), and a
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Figure 4.26: Current responses on voltage pulses. Applied voltage signal on memory cell,
which was (a) prior in off–state, and (b) prior in on–state. (c) Measured absolute
current response plotted over time (logarithmic) for the four cases.
negative voltage pulse (switching to the on–state) was applied, as shown in Fig. 4.26 (a).
Starting in the on–state, a negative voltage pulse (no–switching, cell remained in on–
state), and a positive voltage pulse (switching to the off–state) was applied, as shown
in Fig. 4.26 (b).
The resulting absolute values of the current response for all four cases are plotted
over the logarithmic time in Fig. 4.26 (c). Both switching cases, off→on and on→off
occur within the accuracy of measurement. These results confirm the observations
shown in Fig. 4.25, that the switching process in Cu:TCNQ thin films takes less than
2µs.
4.2.4 Temperature Dependence
Measurements regarding the temperature dependence of the switching parameters
were carried out using the Summit 9600 thermal probe station. The temperature
dependencies of the current in the three conductance states (Rmet, Ron, and Roff) were
measured between −50 °C and 70 °C. The resulting characteristics are displayed in
the Arrhenius plot shown in Fig. 4.27. These measurements were carried out on a
successive evaporated device with a Cu:TCNQ thickness of 150 nm and an Al top
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Figure 4.27: Temperature dependencies of the conductance states. The currents are plotted over
the reciprocal temperature (1000/T) in an Arrhenius graph.
electrode diameter of 75 µm.
The current–temperature characteristic of the on– and off–state displayed a thermally
activated behavior. In these cases, the activation energies (Wa,on and Wa,off) can be cal-
culated using the Arrhenius equation (Eq. 4.5), where A is a constant of proportionality,
and k denounces the examined variable.
k = A exp
(
− Wa
kBT
)
(4.5)
In this measurement, the variable is the electrical current (k = I). Using Eq. 4.5, the
activation energies can be calculated to:
Wa,on = 0.07 eV
Wa,off = 0.10 eV
In contrast, the current–temperature characteristic of the metallic like state displayed
a decrease of current with increasing temperature. In this case, the temperature coef-
ficient at room temperature α20 of the resistance can be determined using the simple
linear equation 4.6.
R(T) = R(T = 293K)(1+ α20(T − 293K)) (4.6)
Using the measurement values displayed in Fig. 4.27, the temperature coefficient for
the metallic like state can be calculated to:
α20 ≈ 4× 10−3K−1
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Material Ag Al Au Cu Fe Ni Pb Pt Sn
α20(10−3/K) 3.6 4.3 3.8 4.3 6.5 6.0 3.9 3.5 4.3
Table 4.1: Temperature coefficients of different metals [110].
These value is in good accordance with the temperature coefficients of many metals
as stated in Table 4.1. Therefore, these results indicate that the unipolar switching
observed in some of the memory cells is possibly based on a metallic filamentary
process, which is described in general in section 2.2.1.
4.3 Summary
The characterization of Cu:TCNQ thin film devices is described in this chapter. The
physical characterization (UV–Vis, IR spectroscopy, XRD) confirmed the formation of a
Cu:TCNQ CT–complex for both preparation methods.
The electrical characterization (I(V) characteristics, impedance spectroscopy, pulse
measurements, temperature dependence) yielded the following results:
• The memory cells were initially in a high resistance state
• No forming step was necessary prior to the resistive switching
• The capacitances were constant in off– and on–state (Coff = Con)
• High capacitance values were measured for both preparationmethods, somewhat
higher for successive deposited devices (C(A = 0.0398mm2) = 500 pF) than for
simultaneous ones (C(A = 0.0398mm2) = 350 pF)
• The capacitance was independent of the Cu:TCNQ thickness
• The devices exhibited bipolar switching with the following polarities:
– On–switching occurred by application of a negative voltage to the Al top
electrode
– Off–switching occurred by application of a positive voltage to the Al top
electrode
• The devices exhibited non–linear I(V) characteristics in off– and on–state
• Switching characteristics for successive evaporated Cu:TCNQ:
– The threshold voltages were normal distributed with the mean values:
* Vth,off,on = −2.4V
* Vth,on,off = +1.6V
– No dependence of Vth on the pad area in the studied range (0.0044mm2 <
A < 0.1963mm2)
– Off–state resistance: mean value Roff = 30MΩ, median value Roff = 1MΩ
– On–state resistance: mean value Ron = 70 kΩ, median value Ron = 50 kΩ
– In the studied range of pad areas the resistance values displayed the follow-
ing dependencies:
* Roff decreased with increasing pad size
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* Ron was independent of the pad size
• Switching characteristics for simultaneous evaporated Cu:TCNQ:
– The fraction of memory cells, which exhibited resistive switching was sig-
nificantly lower than the one for devices prepared by the successive method
– The voltage thresholds were significantly higher and with a wider spread
– The on–switching occurred at voltages in the range of −11V ≤ Vth,off,on ≤
−6V
– The off–switching occurred at voltages in the range of +1.5V ≤ Vth,off,on ≤
+10V
– The resistance values were roughly 100 times higher than for successive
deposited devices
• The switching process in Cu:TCNQ thin films takes less than 2µs
• Up to 10000 switching cycles could be performed on some samples
• The current–temperature characteristic of the on– and off–state displayed a
thermally activated behavior
• Some samples display an unipolar switching to a very low ohmic state (Rmet <
100Ω) with a metallic like current over temperature behavior
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As described in section 2.3.4, the underlying physical mechanism responsible for the
resistive switching in Cu:TCNQ thin film devices is still under debate. The results of
the basic characterization, which are reported in chapter 4, provide some meaningful
information on the mechanism.
Resistive switching in amorphous Cu:TCNQ thin films could be demonstrated
using XRD measurements (section 4.1.3) and electrical characterization methods (sec-
tion 4.2.1). Therefore, the theory proposed by Heintz et al. [74], that a phase transfor-
mation between two polycrystalline states is responsible for the switching effect, can
be discarded.
Furthermore, the measurements on the prepared memory cells proved the existence
of two switching mechanisms in Cu:TCNQ thin film devices, an unipolar switching to a
metallic like state, and a bipolar switching process (section 4.2.1) [107]. A discrimination
between these different types of switching with quite diverse characteristics was not
common in the literature.
The different dependencies of the resistance values in off– and on–state, which are
described in section 4.2.3, indicate that the conduction in the off–state (R ↑ with A ↓)
is a homogeneous distributed material property, while the conduction in the on–state
(R 6= f(A)) is primarily caused by a local (filamentary) effect.
The impedance spectroscopy (section 4.2.2) demonstrated, that the memory cell
structure cannot be regarded as a simple parallel plate capacitor, with Cu:TCNQ as a
homogeneous dielectric sandwiched between two metal electrodes. The application of
this model resulted in a dielectric constant of ǫr ≈ 200. In addition, the capacitance
values of the memory cell seems to be independent of the Cu:TCNQ layer thickness
according to the measurements. These results of the impedance spectroscopy indicate,
that an interface layer must be considered, when analyzing the memory cell structure.
Therefore, experiments with different electrode materials were carried out, in order to
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Sample Setup
Electrical Parameters
Resistance States Threshold Voltages
TE: Al Roff ≈ 5− 50MΩ Vth,off,on ≈ −2.4V
BE: Cu Ron ≈ 10− 100 kΩ Vth,on,off ≈ +1.6V
TE: Al Roff ≈ 1− 10MΩ Vth,off,on ≈ −3V
BE: Au Ron ≈ 5− 50 kΩ Vth,on,off ≈ +1.5V
TE: Al Roff ≈ 0.1− 1GΩ Vth,off,on ≈ −4.5V
BE: Al Ron ≈ 1− 10MΩ Vth,on,off ≈ +4V
TE: Al no switching, very high resistance values
BE: Pt up to breakdown at high voltages (> 12V)
TE: Au no switching,
BE: Cu all cells initially shorted
TE: Pt Roff ≈ 10− 100 kΩ Vth,off,on ≈ +2.5V
BE: Cu Ron ≈ 1− 10 kΩ Vth,on,off ≈ −2V
TE: Pt Roff ≈ 100 kΩ Vth,off,on ≈ +1.5V
BE: Pt Ron ≈ 10 kΩ Vth,on,off ≈ −1.5V
Table 5.1: Electrical Parameters of the Investigated Electrode Setups. (TE: top electrode, BE:
bottom electrode).
gain a better understanding of the proposed interface layer.
5.1 Use of Different Electrode Materials
Devices with different electrode materials (Al, Cu, Au, Pt) were prepared using the
PVD methods, which are discussed in detail in section 3.3. Some general electrical
parameters obtained using the electrical characterization tools described in section 4.2
are summarized in Table 5.1.
The different devices showed strongly diverse behaviors depending on the electrode
materials. These experiments showed, that the top electrode material has a crucial
impact on the electrical characteristics. Memory cells with aluminum top electrodes
generally showed the smallest conductivity values of all tested setups. Resistive
switching could be observed in combination with any of the tested bottom electrode
materials besides Pt, which resulted in very high resistance values of the memory cells
up to breakdown at high voltages.
Memory cells with noble metal top electrodes generally showed much higher con-
ductivity values. Samples with Au top electrodes were all in an extreme low resistance
state and displayed no resistive switching. This is possibly attributed to the migra-
tion of Au atoms during the top electrode evaporation process. Devices with Pt top
electrodes exhibited bipolar resistive switching with opposite polarities regarding the
threshold voltages and considerable lower resistance values.
The influence of the top electrode on otherwise identical memory cells will be
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Figure 5.1: I(V) plot of the successive deposited reference device (Cu:TCNQ thickness 200 nm)
with Al top electrode. The parameters for this quasi static measurement were:
nominal applied voltage cycle 0V ⇒ −3V ⇒ +3V ⇒ 0V, voltage step width
100mV, voltage step rate 10Hz, current compliance 20 µA, sample rate 10Hz.
described in the following. Thereby, devices with an identical film structure consisting
of a successive deposited Cu:TCNQ layer with a thickness of 200 nm on top of a Cu
bottom electrode served as reference systems. The design of the substrate holders in
the evaporation chamber (3.2.3) made it possible to prepare two samples at a time in
one process. One was then configured with an Al top electrode, and the other with a Pt
top electrode.
5.1.1 Devices with Al Top Electrodes
Memory cells with a Cu bottom electrode and an Al top electrode exhibited the most
stable and reproducible behavior. This is also by far the most common electrode setup
published in the literature. The results of the electrical characterization are discussed in
detail in section 4.2. Here, a typical I(V) characteristic of a memory cell measured on
the above described reference sample with an Al top electrode (pad diameter 150 µm,
area 0.0177mm2) is shown in Fig. 5.1.
The reference samples were initially in the high resistance state and displayed
a bipolar switching behavior. By application of a more negative voltage than the
threshold voltage (Vth,off,on) to the Al top electrode thememory cell is switched abruptly
to the low resistive state. The memory cell can be switched back by application
of a positive voltage greater than Vth,on,off. In this case, the off/on resistance ratio
is approximately 100. Temperature dependent measurements revealed a thermally
activated conductance behavior for both the off– and on–state.
Both conductance states displayed a non linear current–voltage behavior as described
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Figure 5.2: Conductance process in the off–state. Current–voltage characteristic of the off–state
for a successive deposited memory cells with a Cu:TCNQ thickness of 150 nm. The
continuous black line indicates a fit of a Fowler–Nordheim tunneling process (see
Eq. 5.1).
in section 4.2.1. The conductance behavior for the off–state is separately displayed
in Fig. 5.2. The blue points mark the measured values, while the continuous black
lines indicate the fitted conductance model. Since a thin insulating interface layer
is expected to form between the Cu:TCNQ and the Al top electrode and dominates
the conductance behavior of the device, the I(V) characteristic was fitted using the
Fowler–Nordheim tunneling process described in Eq. 5.1. These tunneling mechanism
can express the current density JFN flowing through a thin insulating layer as a function
of the applied voltage V [105, 106].
IFN = PFNV
2 exp
(
− b
V
)
with b = const. · (φB)
3
2
√
m∗ox (5.1)
Here, φB is the barrier height, and m
∗
ox the effective mass of the insulator. The constants
of the fit shown in Fig. 5.2 (a) were calculated to the values PFN = 1.608× 10−6A/V2,
and b = 0.562 57V. Hence, the current–voltage behavior in the off–state can be fitted
closely by a tunneling mechanism.
5.1.2 Devices with Pt Top Electrodes
Resistive switching could be observed on samples with Pt top electrodes in combination
with Cu and Pt bottom electrodes. The tested structures with their electrical parameters
are summarized in Table 5.1. A typical I(V) characteristic of a memory cell measured
on a reference device with Pt top electrodes and a Cu bottom electrode is shown in
Fig. 5.3. This characteristic differs significantly from the results for samples with Al top
electrodes (Fig. 5.1).
The observed switching effect in this case is bipolar as was the case with Al top
electrodes. However, the polarity of the switching effect is reversed with respect to the
reference samples with Al top electrodes. By application of a more positive voltage
than the threshold voltage (Vth,on,off) to the Pt top electrode, the memory cell could be
switched gradually to the low resistance on–state. The device could be switched back
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Figure 5.3: I(V) plot of the successive deposited reference device (Cu:TCNQ thickness 200 nm)
with Pt top electrode. The parameters for this quasi static measurement were:
nominal applied voltage cycle 0V ⇒ +2.5V ⇒ −2.5V ⇒ 0V, voltage step
width 100mV, voltage step rate 10Hz, current compliance 10mA, sample rate
10Hz.
to the initial high resistance off–state by application of a more negative voltage than
Vth,off,on.
The resistive switching in memory cells with Pt top electrodes occurred gradually
and not abruptly as it does with Al top electrodes. This was further proven by an I(V)
cycling measurement with an increasing Vwrite voltage as shown in Fig. 5.4. It was
possible to write in intermediate resistance states depending on the value of Vwrite.
The resistivity (ρTE,Pt,on = 880Ωcm, ρTE,Pt,off = 8 kΩcm) was at least 20 times
lower than in the on–state of the reference device with Al top electrodes (ρTE,Al,on =
180 kΩcm, ρTE,Al,off = 18MΩcm) and hence in much better accordance to results pub-
lished by Melby et al. on bulk Cu:TCNQ [70]. He observed semiconducting properties
with low resistivity values on synthesized Cu:TCNQ bulk crystals with a resistivity of
ρCu:TCNQ = 200Ωcm. The off/on ratio for the reference devices with Pt top electrode
was therefore less than 10. Temperature dependent measurements revealed a thermally
activated conductance behavior for both the off– and on–state.
Pulse measurements in the manner reported in section 4.2.3 were carried out on ref-
erence samples with Pt top electrodes with opposite polarities as previously described.
Resistive switching with low off/on ratios (≈ 5) could be observed for standard mea-
surements as shown in Fig. 5.5 (a). The resistance values in this case amounted to
Roff ≈ 15 kΩ and Ron ≈ 3 kΩ.
Another important difference compared to the reference samples with Al top elec-
trodes is the fact, that the on–state stability is poor. By increasing the read time to
tread = 60 s it could be observed, that the resistance asymptotically returns to the
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Figure 5.4: Plot of I(V) subloops of the successive deposited reference device (Cu:TCNQ
thickness 200 nm) with Pt top electrode. The parameters for this quasi static
measurement were: nominal applied voltage cycle 0V⇒ Vwrite ⇒ −3.5V⇒ 0V,
voltage step width 80mV, voltage step rate 10Hz, current compliance 7.5mA,
sample rate 10Hz. The Vwrite voltage was increased from 2.8V to 3.4V in 200mV
steps.
off–state as shown in Fig. 5.5 (b). Furthermore, the on–state resistance Ron was strongly
depending on the write pulse width twrite. This showed even at rather long write times
as shown in Table 5.2.
Finally, impedance spectroscopic measurements in the manner reported in sec-
tion 4.2.2 were carried out on the reference devices with Pt top electrodes. Memory
cells with a top electrode diameter of 150 µm and thus an area of A = 0.0177mm2 ex-
hibited a capacitance value of Coff = Con = 2 pF ,and resistance values of Roff = 3 kΩ
and Ron = 600Ω. Memory cells with the same pad size on the reference devices with
Al top electrodes on the other hand had capacitances of Coff = Con = 100 pF.
5.1.3 Equivalent Circuits
The comparison of the electrical characteristics of memory cells with Pt and Al top
electrodes, which were otherwise identical, supported the idea that the interface to the
twrite 0.1 s 0.2 s 0.5 s 1 s 2 s 5 s
Ron 5.3 kΩ 4.9 kΩ 4.3 kΩ 2.5 kΩ 983Ω 468Ω
Table 5.2: Dependence of Ron on the write pulse width for reference samples with Pt top
electrodes.
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Figure 5.5: Pulse measurement on a reference sample with Pt top electrodes. The sample had a
Cu:TCNQ thickness of 200 nm, a Cu bottom, and an Al top electrode (with 75 µm
diameter). (a) Plot of R(t) and V(t) with measurement parameters: Vwrite =
+3V, Verase = −3V, Vread = −1V, twrite = terase = 200ms, tread = 0.8 s.
(b) Retention measurement of Ron for tread = 60 s.
top electrode is decisively important regarding the impedance values and the resistive
switching properties in Cu:TCNQ devices. In order to gain further knowledge of the
nature of this interface layer, the memory cells were modeled by electrical equivalent
circuits.
The memory cell impedance ZMC,Pt of memory cells with Pt top electrodes with
an area of A = 0.0177mm2, as shown in Fig. 5.6 (a), can be described by a simple
equivalent circuit. This circuit consists of a parallel connection of a capacitance CMC
and a changeable resistance RMC as shown in Fig. 5.6 for off– (b) and on–state (c).
The values of the elements of the equivalent circuit can be set to CMC = 2 pF,
RMC,off = 3 kΩ, and RMC,on = 600Ω using the results of the impedance spectroscopy.
The memory cell impedance ZMC,Pt of this simple equivalent circuit can therefore be
described by the Eq. 5.2.
ZMC,Pt =
RMC
1+ω2R2MCC
2
MC
− j ωR
2
MCCMC
1+ω2R2MCC
2
MC
(5.2)
The impedance of the memory cells with Al top electrodes (setup shown in Fig. 5.7 (a))
can be modeled using an extended form of the simple equivalent circuit described in
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Figure 5.6: Equivalent circuit for reference devices with Pt top electrodes. (a) Device setup.
(b) Simple equivalent circuit in off–state. (c) Simple equivalent circuit in on–state.
Eq. 5.2 and Fig. 5.6 (b),(c). A second RC–element is added to this circuit in series with
the first one, as shown in Fig. 5.7 for the off– (b) and on–state (c).
One of the RC–elements represents the conducting, homogeneous Cu:TCNQ thin
film (RTF, CTF) with the interface to the Cu bottom electrode. The other RC–element
(RIF, CIF) represents the interface to the Al top electrode. For this model, the real and
imaginary parts of the impedance ZMC,Pt can be calculated using Eq. 5.3 respectively
Eq. 5.4.
Re{ZMC,Al} = RTF1+ω2R2TFC2TF
+
RIF
1+ω2R2IFC
2
IF
(5.3)
Im{ZMC,Al} =
ωR2TFCTF
1+ω2R2TFC
2
TF
+
ωR2IFCIF
1+ω2R2IFC
2
IF
(5.4)
This equivalent circuit model was then fitted to the results of the impedance spectro-
scopic measurements carried out on the reference samples with Al top electrodes in
off–state (as shown in Fig. 5.8) and on–state (as shown in Fig. 5.9).
In these cases, the value of the RC–element representing the Cu:TCNQ thin film
was set as an approximation to the one of the reference sample with Pt electrodes.
Thereby, the value of the resistor (RTF) was set to the value of the off–state resistance
RTF = RMC,off = 3 kΩ because this is the initial, stable state of these cells. Furthermore
in the case of the extended model shown in Fig. 5.7, the applied voltage is divided
over both RC–elements, and therefore this results in V << Vth,off,on for the thin film
element due to the much higher resistivity of the interface. The capacitor element is
accordingly set to CTF = CMC = 2 pF.
By using this approximation, the interface parameters (RIF, CIF) can be determined
for both states by a fit of the equations to the measured curves of the impedance
spectroscopy. These fitted curves for both, the real and imaginary part of the impedance
spectrum are shown in Fig. 5.8 for the off– and in Fig. 5.9 for the on–state. The
parameters according to these fits could be calculated to RIF,off = 12MΩ for the off–
state and RIF,on = 23 kΩ for the on–state. The value of the capacitor is constant in both
states at CIF = 104 pF.
Calculated with the assumption of a parallel plate capacitor model, this results
in a quotient of ǫr,IF,TE/dIF,TE = 0.52 nm−1 for the unknown thickness and dielectric
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Figure 5.9: Impedance spectroscopy of reference devices with Al top electrodes in on–state.
Measured values of real and imaginary part of Zon (scatter) and fitted equivalent
circuit model (line).
constant of the interface. The result calculates to an interface layer of a few nanometer
thickness and a dielectric constant between 1.5 and 3. These values match to an
interface layer of naturally oxidized aluminum between Cu:TCNQ and the aluminum
top electrode. This Al oxide film may be formed by oxygen adsorbed and entrapped by
the Cu:TCNQ layer and the ex–situ deposition of the Al, which is the typical process of
the Cu:TCNQ cells reported in the literature.
These results are in good accordance to previously published results on resistive
switching in rose bengal molecular devices [64]. The switching in these devices is
attributed to the formation of a thin aluminum oxide layer between the top electrode
and molecular layer. Coelle et al. proposed a similar mechanism for spin-coated
polymeric films [65].
5.1.4 TOF–SIMS Measurements
The results presented in the previous sections proved, that a thin interface layer be-
tween the Cu:TCNQ layer and the Al top electrode is dominating the properties of the
standard memory cells. The applied voltage is impressed almost exclusively on the
interface layer due to the much higher impedance of the interface layer. Additional
TOF (time of flight) SIMS (secondary ion mass spectroscopy) measurements were
performed on the reference samples with Al and Pt top electrodes in order to study the
nature of the thin interface layer.
In general, TOF–SIMS measurements are used to analyze the composition of solid
surfaces and thin films. This technique is based on the sputtering of the surface to
be investigated with a focused primary ion beam. The ejected secondary ions are
collected and analyzed using a mass spectrometer to determine the elemental, isotopic,
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Figure 5.10: TOF–SIMS Measurement of Reference Device with Pt Top Electrode. (a) Device
setup. (b) TOF–SIMS measurement. (c) Qualitative allocation of the data to the
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or molecular composition of the surface.
The results of a TOF–SIMS measurement on a reference sample with a continuous Pt
top electrode is shown in Fig. 5.10. The setup of the device is displayed in Fig. 5.10 (a).
The intensity of some selected elements/molecules is shown in arbitrary units over time
in Fig. 5.10 (b). This graph does not allow for a quantitative interpretation regarding the
thickness of the particular layers. However, the results can be qualitatively allocated to
the corresponding layer in the sample structure as shown in Fig. 5.10 (c).
A comparison of this result with the TOF–SIMS measurement carried out on a
reference device with a continuous Al top electrode (setup shown in Fig. 5.11 (a))
pinpoints interesting differences. In the case of the Pt top electrode, the intensity
plot confirms the expected structures without distinctive features. The results of the
measurements on the sample with Al top electrode (shown in Fig. 5.11 (b)) are more
or less identical from the SiO2 up to the Cu:TCNQ layer. However, interesting are
the interfaces of the top electrode. The blue line counts the number of oxygen hits.
In Fig. 5.11 (b), high amounts of oxygen are detected at both interfaces of the Al top
electrode. A naturally formed aluminum oxide layer is expected to form on top of
the Al due to the exposure to air. The similar oxygen peak at the interface to the
Cu:TCNQ indicates the existence of an comparable oxide layer at this interface. The
corresponding layer structure is graphically outlined in Fig. 5.11 (c).
The TOF–SIMS measurements confirm, that the existence of a thin oxide layer
between the Cu:TCNQ and the top electrode is the difference between the reference
samples with Al and Pt top electrodes and therefore responsible for the distinctive
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Figure 5.11: TOF–SIMS Measurement of Reference Device with Al Top Electrode. (a) Device
setup. (b) TOF–SIMS measurement. (c) Qualitative allocation of the data to the
layer structure.
different electrical characteristics described in section 5.1.
5.2 Control Experiments
To verify the assumption that the resistive switching occurs in a thin, interfacial Al
oxide layer, comparison samples without Cu:TCNQ were fabricated. These devices
consist of only a thin ≈ 4 nm aluminum oxide film between the electrodes. The device
setup is shown in the inset of Fig. 5.12.
The aluminum bottom electrode was sputtered through a shadow mask on top of a
continuous Pt layer. The surface of the aluminum was then oxidized under controlled
conditions by UV treatment in an oxygen atmosphere (50mbars). Finally the Cu top
electrodes were sputtered. The whole deposition process was carried out in–situ in a
cluster tool.
A typical resulting current–voltage characteristic is shown in Fig. 5.12. In this case,
the thickness of the Al oxide was ≈ 4 nm, and the top electrode had a pad diameter of
150 µm (A = 0.0177mm2). The resulting I(V) characteristic is remarkably similar to
the ones of Cu:TCNQ devices. This is evident when compared to the current–voltage
characteristic measured on the reference sample with Al top electrodes, which is shown
in Fig. 5.1. The polarity of the resistive switching is reversed due to the inverted
electrode setup (BE: Al, TE: Cu). The resistance values for off– (Roff = 10MΩ) and on–
state (Roff = 20 kΩ) were in good agreement with the ones measured for the Cu:TCNQ
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Figure 5.12: I(V) plot of the comparison sample with AlOx layer (thickness ≈ 4 nm) with Cu
top electrodes. The parameters for this quasi–static measurement were: nominal
applied voltage cycle 0V⇒ +3V⇒ −1.5V⇒ 0V, voltage step width 20mV,
voltage step rate 10Hz, current compliance 20 µA, sample rate 10Hz.
devices with Al top electrodes as reported in section 4.2.3. The switching threshold
voltages were generally somewhat lower, especially for the switching to the off–state
(Vth,on,off). This could be due to the previously mentioned (section 5.1.3) division of the
applied voltage over the Cu:TCNQ part and the interface layer.
Additional electrical measurements confirmed the similarities between both types
of devices. Impedance spectroscopic measurements displayed capacitance values of
CAlOx(A = 0.0177mm2) ≈ 120 pF compared to ≈ 130 pF for the Cu:TCNQ devices
with Al top electrodes as described in section 4.2.2. Furthermore, the measurements
indicated that the off–state resistance decreases with increasing pad size, while the
on–state seemed to be independent of the area. The switching threshold voltages
displayed no pad size dependency. These results are consistent with the ones for the
Cu:TCNQ devices with Al top electrodes as described in section 4.2.
Some pulse (endurance) measurements were also carried out on the comparison sam-
ples. It showed, that these devices displayed a lower switching stability (< 50 cycles)
than the Cu:TCNQmemory cells. Furthermore the percentage of resistive switching
cells per sample were considerably lower.
5.3 Summary
The measurements on devices with different electrode materials proved, that the
interface to the Al top electrode dominates the behavior in the standard cells. Memory
cells with Pt top electrodes displayed at least a 20 times better conductivity than ones
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with Al electrodes. However, samples with Cu:TCNQ and Pt top electrodes also
displayed some kind of resistive switching effect. This effect can be observed as a weak,
time dependent hysteretic I(V) behavior with distinctive different characteristics (also
bipolar but with inverse polarity, much better conductivity in both states, less abrupt
switching, much lower off/on ratio, shorter retention).
It is important to note, that the on–switching in standard cells occurs for a nega-
tive voltage polarity applied to the Al electrode in all cases. This is well known for
resistively switching electrochemical metalization cells and reflects the drift of Cu ions
through the amorphous aluminum oxide layer, the cathodic reduction, and growth
of Cu filaments toward the anode [111–113]. Due to the presented results her, it is
suggested, that in the standard Cu:TCNQ memory cells with Al top electrodes, the alu-
minum oxide represents the electrolyte which mediates a Cu ion based electrochemical
switching [114]. This theory was later supported by different experiments carried out
by Billen et al. [115].
In conclusion, the results of the conducted experiments allowed to discard many of
the proposed switching mechanisms presented in section 2.3.4 for Cu:TCNQ devices
with Al top electrodes. Furthermore, they confirmed earlier reports [81, 93] which
stated the importance of the interface to the electrodes for the resistive switching effect.
The model, which was previously proposed for some other resistive switching organic
memory devices [64, 65], and states that a thin interfacial aluminum oxide layer at
the Al electrode plays a decisive role, is confirmed for Cu:TCNQ cells. This theory is
supplemented by additional experiments which indicate that the switching effect in
Cu:TCNQ thin film devices could be a Cu ion based electrochemical effect, i.e., the
devices could be described as electrochemical metalization cells, where the aluminum
oxide represents the electrolyte. The Cu:TCNQ layer appears to be a suitable spacer,
which possibly stabilizes the reversible switching by acting as a Cu ion buffer.
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6.1 Summary
Recently, there has been a growing interest in alternative non–volatile memory tech-
nology concepts for massive data storage, which have the potential to eventually
replace NOR and later NAND Flash in 32 nm technologies and below. The emerging
NVRAM concepts have to be competitive regarding the performance characteristics
(write/erase times, operating voltages, cycling endurance, etc.) and most importantly
cost efficiency. This means, better scaling capabilities than Flash are imperative. In
order to asses the potential of the various concepts, a sound understanding of the
underlying mechanisms, prospects, and limitations are a necessity.
The main aim of this thesis has been the improvement of the physical understanding
of the resistive switching effect in Cu:TCNQ thin films. An established and widely
accepted theory to the switching mechanisms in Cu:TCNQ has still been missing,
despite published work of several groups on this topic.
The standard deposition method for Cu:TCNQ thin films is a wet chemical process.
However, this process results in a spontaneous growth of large crystallites, which
is hard to control and difficult to implement for thin film devices. Therefore, the
design and construction of a high vacuum evaporation chamber for the thermal
deposition of Cu:TCNQ thin films was carried out. The system consists basically
of two independent thermal evaporation sources, one for Cu and other electrode
metals, and one for organic material (TCNQ). These sources were set up to be operated
simultaneously or separately, controlled by a shutter system. The temperature control
of the sources and the substrate is carried out semi–automatic via thermocouples which
are connected to process controllers. These controllers in turn regulate the resistance
heater power supplies. A control of the evaporation rates was made possible by the
use of a QCMmeasuring unit.
On the basis of the constructed evaporation chamber, two different deposition
routes were developed and optimized. The successive method is based on the evapo-
ration of TCNQ on top of a Cu layer, and the execution of an annealing step in order
to form the CT complex Cu:TCNQ. The resulting thin films displayed a very rough
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structure consisting of long columns oriented perpendicular to the substrate surface.
The simultaneous method is based on the synchronous evaporation of TCNQ and Cu
in the stoichiometric ratio. This process allows the usage of different bottom electrode
materials and does not require an annealing step. The resulting thin films displayed
a considerably more densely packed and uniform structure with a greatly reduced
surface roughness.
Test structures for the electrical characterization were designed and fabricated. These
devices consist of simple, capacitor like memory cells with a continuous bottom elec-
trode, a continuous Cu:TCNQ layer, and structured, pad size top electrodes. Using
the developed deposition processes, memory cells with areas between 0.7854mm2
and 0.0044mm2, and Cu:TCNQ layer thicknesses between 400 nm and 70 nm were
fabricated. Standard, reference cells were made with Cu bottom electrodes and Al top
electrodes. Further experimental cells were fabricated using combinations of Al, Au,
Cu, and Pt electrodes.
The physical characterization (spectroscopy, XRD, SEM) of the Cu:TCNQ thin films
proved the formation of the CT–complex for both, the successive and the simultane-
ous, preparation methods. The electrical characterization of the fabricated reference
memory cells confirmed a measurable resistive switching effect for both deposition
routes. The reference devices exhibited bipolar switching, on–switching occurred by
application of a negative voltage, while off–switching occurred by application of a
positive voltage to the Al top electrode. The memory cells were initially in a high
resistance state, and no forming step was necessary prior to the resistive switching.
The memory cells exhibited non–linear I(V) characteristics in off– and on–state. The
current–temperature characteristics of the on– and off–state displayed a thermally
activated behavior. It was shown, that the switching process in Cu:TCNQ thin films
takes less than 2µs.
It was demonstrated, that the memory cells prepared by the successive method
with a higher Cu:TCNQ surface roughness exhibit better switching characteristics
than the smoother ones prepared by the simultaneous process. In detail they showed:
lower switching thresholds, higher fraction of working memory cells, better cycling
endurance, and better retention times.
The electrical characterization resulted in promising parameters for successive evap-
orated Cu:TCNQ devices. The switching threshold voltages could be reduced to mean
values of Vth,off,on = −2.4V, and Vth,on,off = +1.6V. High off/on ratios were achieved
with mean values of Roff = 30MΩ, and Ron = 70 kΩ. Up to 10000 switching cycles
could be performed on those simple pad size devices.
Valuable contributions regarding the physical origins of the switching mechanism
could be extracted from the results of the electrical and physical characterization. It
was shown, that the capacitance values were constant in off– and on–state (Coff = Con),
and too high for a simple metal/dielectric/metal system. Furthermore, the capacitance
of the devices were independent of the Cu:TCNQ thickness. Therefore, the existence of
a thin interface layer was assumed. Measurements on devices with different electrode
materials proved this assumption. Memory cells with noble metal top electrodes
displayed a distinctive different behavior with much lower resistance values and only
a weak, time dependent hysteretic I(V) behavior. It was shown, that the electrical
characteristics of the reference cells were dominated by the interface layer to the
Al top electrode. TOF–SIMS measurements confirmed the existence of an Al oxide
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interface layer. The observed differences in the electrical characteristics of successive
and simultaneous prepared memory cells are probably due to their different Cu:TCNQ
roughness, which influences the growth of the Al oxide layer and its characteristics,
and therefore the switching parameters.
The impedance spectroscopic measurements in off– and on–state could be fitted
using an equivalent circuit model, which accounted for the interface layer. Compar-
ison samples without a Cu:TCNQ layer (Al/AlOx/Cu) were prepared and showed
remarkably similar current voltage characteristics.
The measurements displayed, that the on–switching in all cases occurs for a negative
voltage polarity applied to the Al electrode. This is well known for resistively switch-
ing electrochemical metalization cells and reflects the drift of Cu ions through the
amorphous aluminum oxide layer, the cathodic reduction, and growth of Cu filaments
toward the anode. Due to the here presented results it is suggested, that in the standard
Cu:TCNQ memory cells with Al top electrodes, the aluminum oxide represents the
electrolyte which mediates a Cu ion based electrochemical switching. The Cu:TCNQ
layer appears to be a suitable spacer, which possibly stabilizes the reversible switching
by acting as a Cu ion buffer.
6.2 Outlook
While this study presented a fundamental model regarding the underlying switch-
ing mechanisms in Cu:TCNQ thin film devices, and memory cells with promising
electrical characteristics, there still remain open questions, especially concerning the
embeddability in highly integrated memory applications. Further studies are necessary
regarding the structuring of Cu:TCNQ and compatibility to lithographic processes. On
the basis of such an improved process, smaller structures could be prepared. These
are necessary, in order to reduce the device capacitance and therefore allow for an
electrical characterization at higher frequencies. Furthermore, smaller memory cells
would allow for a better evaluation of the scaling capabilities.
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